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SATURDAY, M A Y 16 ,2015 - A M S O I L ARENA, D U L U T H ENTERTAINMENT CONVENTION C E N T E R 
Chancellor Lendley C Black, Presiding 
P R E L U D E C O N C E R T 
U M D Symphonic W i n d Ensemble 
MARK WHITLOCK, Conductor 
"Second Suite in F " (Gustav Hoist) 
JEREMY COCHRAN, guest conductor 
2015 Master of Music, Conducting 
"The Hounds of Spring" (Alfred Reed) 
NOLAN HAUTA, guest conductor 
2015 Master of Music, Music Education 
P R O C E S S I O N A L 
"Pomp and Circumstance" (Sir Edward Elgar) 
"Hai l Minnesota " (Truman E Rickard & Arthur Upson) 
Please stand during the Procession and remain standingfor 
the Presentation of the Colors and the National Anthem. 
PRESENTATION O E T H E C O L O R S 
A i r Force R O T C Detachment 420 Color Guard 
T H E N A T I O N A L A N T H E M 
L e d by AMANDA BUSH 
2015 Master of Music, Vocal Performance 
Lyrics on page 38 
H O N O R S O N G 
M A - I I N - G A N Singers, Traditional Ojibwe D r u m 
Fond du Lac Reservation 
In Anishinaabe culture, the Honor Song is sung to 
recognize, to honor and to celebrate accomplishments, both 
individual and group. 
W E L C O M E 
CHANCELLOR LENDLEY C BLACK 
G R E E T I N G S AND R E M A R K S 
REGENT RICHARD B BEESON 
S T U D E N T S P E A K E R , M O R N I N G C E R E M O N Y 
JACOB FROELICH 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
& School of Fine Arts 
S T U D E N T S P E A K E R , A F T E R N O O N C E R E M O N Y 
DANIEL GALA 
College ofLiberal Arts Cf Swenson College of Science 
& Engineering 
I N T R O D U C T I O N O F C O M M E N C E M E N T S P E A K E R 
CHANCELLOR LENDLEY C BLACK 
C O M M E N C E M E N T A D D R E S S 
SENATOR AMY KLOBUCHAR 
R E C O G N I T I O N O F F A C U L T Y 
ANDREA SCHOKKER 
Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
C O N F E R R A L O F D O C T O R A L D E G R E E S 
C O N F E R R A L O F M A S T E R ' S D E G R E E S 
C O N F E R R A L O F U N D E R G R A D U A T E D E G R E E S 
REGENT RICHARD B BEESON 
Morn ing Ceremony 
AMY HIETAPELTO, Dean 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
JOSHUA HAMILTON, Dean 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
Afternoon Ceremony 
JILL PINKNEY PASTRANA, Dean 
College of Fducation & Human Service Professions 
SUSAN MAKER , Dean 
College of Liberal Arts 
WILLIAM PAYNE, Dean 
School of Fine Arts 
C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S T O T H E C L A S S O F 2 0 1 5 
CHANCELLOR LENDLEY C BLACK 
A L M A M A T E R S O N G O F T H E U N I V E R S I T Y 
"Hai l ! Minnesota" (Truman E Rickard 8c Arthur Upson) 
L e d by AMANDA BUSH 
2015 Master of Music, Vocal Performance 
Lyrics on page 38 
R E C E S S I O N A L 
"Auld Lang Syne" (Karl L King) 
" U M D Rouser" (D L Olson) 
SPECIAL NOTICE 
Whether the individual is the first or last to receive a degree in the graduation ceremony, the conferring of that degree is a very special 
event for every graduate and family. I t is requested that everyone remain seated until the conclusion of the commencement ceremony. 
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T H E 2015 COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER: 
SENATOR AMY KLOBUCHAR 
A m y Klobuchar is the first woman elected to represent the State of Minnesota 
in the United States Senate. Throughout her career in public service, A m y has 
always embraced the values she learned growing up in Minnesota. She has built 
a reputation as a commonsense legislator willing to put partisanship aside to 
strengthen the economy and support families, workers, and businesses. 
Since arriving in the Senate, A m y has worked with democrats and republicans 
to develop legislation focused on improving the lives of everyday Americans. She 
was recently appointed Chair of the Senate Democratic Steering and Outreach 
Committee where she brings together senators, businesses, community leaders, 
policy experts, and intergovernmental organizations to help develop policies to 
strengthen the economy and move the country forward. 
A s Ranking Senate Member of the Joint Economic Committee and a member of 
the President's Export Council and the Senate Commerce Committee, A m y has 
been working to implement a competitive agenda to ensure businesses have the 
tools they need to grow and create good jobs. She authored legislation to help small businesses tap into new markets abroad, 
passed a significant amendment aimed at boosting funds for S T E M education for American students, and led successful 
national initiatives to boost American tourism. 
Before serving in the Senate, A m y headed the largest prosecutor's office in Minnesota, prioritizing the prosecution of violent 
and career criminals. She led the effort for successful passage of Minnesota's first felony D W I law and received the leadership 
award from Mothers Against Drunk Driving. Her safe schools initiative, community prosecution efforts, and criminal 
justice reforms earned national awards from both the Bush and Clinton Justice Departments. A m y was the valedictorian 
of her Wayzata High School class. She graduated magna cum laude from Yale University and the University of Chicago 
L a w School. She is married to John Bessler, a native of Mankato, who attended Loyola H igh School and the University of 
Minnesota. A m y and John have a daughter, Abigail, who is currently in college. 
STUDENT SPEAKERS 
J A C O B F R O E L I C H 
Labovitz School of Business Uf Economics 
Organizational Management BBA & 
School of Fine Arts 
Theatre BA 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Jacob's dedication to and advocacy for U M D began in 
the Residential H a l l Dining Center when he and a new 
friend wondered, "How does one get involved on campus?". 
This conversation initiated his decision to join S . E . R . V . E , 
"Students Engaged in Rewarding Volunteer Experiences." 
Jacob looks back fondly on this fortuitous beginning to 
a college career brimming with fulfilling experiences and 
accomplishments. Now preparing to move on from his 
valuable time at U M D , Jacob has accepted a position at SPS 
Commerce. H e wi l l continue to find joy in helping others 
as an Implementation Analyst. We anticipate that very 
soon he wi l l be establishing his own company(s). Whi le not 
much is guaranteed in business, we are confident that Jacob's 
congenial and entrepreneurial spirit wi l l see him to success. 
D A N I E L G A L A 
College of Liberal Arts 
Communication BA & 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
Mathematics & Statistics BS 
Ten years ago, Daniel migrated to the United States with his 
family and spoke no English. He was accepted to U M D on 
a provisional basis due to his low A C T score, shaky G P A , 
and questionable English fluency. Daniel is proud to share 
that this initial opportunity from U M D led to four years of 
academic achievement and success. He is a two time Harry 
Oden scholarship recipient (2013 and 2014), the 2014 
Raymond Darland All-American scholarship recipient, 
the 2014 Virginia Katz scholarship recipient, the 2014 
Association for Tutoring Professions Outstanding Tutor, and 
was awarded runner-up status for the Top Collegiate Tutor 
in the nation. This fall, Daniel wi l l continue his excellent 
academic career as he begins his Communicology graduate 
studies at the University of Hawaii Manoa. Daniel is quick 
to laugh, embraces fun, and loves sand volleyball (a lot!). H i s 
foundational perspective is that he is "just a simple dude who 
enjoys life while helping others achieve success." 
STUDENT AWARDS 
S i E U R D U L u T H A W A R D S T U D E N T E M P L O Y E E O F T H E Y E A R 
J A C O B F R O E L I C H 
Labovitz School of Business SA Economics 
Organizational Management BBA & 
School of Fine Arts 
Theatre BA 
Jacob Froelich is a "Yes, We Can Do" leader. Serving as 
the 2014-2015 student body president, he guided the 
activities of 30 student leaders in service to their fellovy 
students and organizations. Additionally, Jacob stepped up 
to participate in collaboration with faculty and staff on the 
U M D Coordinating Council, the highest level of shared 
governance at U M D . Jacob is a firm believer in the benefits 
that Minnesota's commitment to higher education wi l l bring 
to the state. H e is a tireless leader who effectively represented 
his fellow students and now alma mater during Bulldog 
Lobby Day at the Minnesota State Capitol. Though he was 
initially drawn to U M D because of its beautiful and energetic 
location,Jacob has grown to realize that the people of Duluth 
and the university are just as worthy of admiration. "We are a 
unique, strong willed collection of people. A people who are 
not afraid of battling Mother Nature at her worst because we 
know the joy of a beautiful Lake Superior sunrise." 
N A T H A N M E C H T E L 
Senior, College of Liberal Arts 
Communication Major & Psychology Minor 
Nathan is an integral member of the diverse student body 
celebrated at U M D . A s K U M D ' s Student Music Director, 
Nate juggled a wide variety of challenging responsibilities. 
Nate encouraged and coached students, staff, and faculty 
through an array of projects that propelled U M D forward. 
His great enthusiasm and depth of knowledge make Nate an 
exemplary employee and K U M D student leader. 
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FACULTY AWARDS & RECOGNITION 
CHANCELLOR'S AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING 
This award recognizes faculty who have made contributions to the teaching mission of U M D that are of extraordinary 
quality and reflect U M D ' s emphasis on high quality undergraduate and graduate education. This award honors faculty for 
innovative pedagogy, development of creative and critical thinking, student mentoring, commitment to liberal education, 
leadership, and impact within a department. 
STEPHEN CASTLEBERRY, Professor, Marketing, Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
Steve Castleberry (Ph .D . and M . A . , University of Alabama; B . B . A . Middle Tennessee State 
University) has been Professor of Marketing and Business Ethics in the Labovitz School of Business 
and Economics, since 1992. Prior to joining U M D , he was the U A R C O Professor of Sales and 
Marketing at Northern Illinois University. Steve has been honored with a number of awards while 
at U M D including the Beta Camma Sigma Professor of the Year Award, U M D Outstanding 
Faculty Advisor Award, Horace T . Morse-Minnesota Alumni Association Award for Outstanding 
Contributions to Undergraduate Education, Hormel Meritorious Teaching Award, and others. 
Steve has published over 45 refereed journal articles in national and international publications, is 
the co-author of nine editions of Selling: Building Partnerships ( M c C r a w H i l l , with English, Spanish 
and Chinese editions), and serves on a number of editorial boards. Steve's interests outside of University responsibilities 
include everything related to living on his 100 acre certified organic farm in northern Wisconsin, being a firefighter and 
engineer at the Lakeside Volunteer Fire Department, and managing the publishing company he owns. 
CHANCELLORS DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH AWARD 
This award honors faculty for their excellence in research or creative activity, scholarly or artistic contributions to individual 
disciplines and dedication to student research. 
EUGENE Kosnms\a, Associate Professor, Music, School of Fine Arts 
Percussion artist, composer, and educator Cene Koshinski has delighted audiences worldwide with 
his dynamic performances and creative programming. Koshinski is well known for his extraordinary 
versatility as a solo, chamber, symphonic, jazz, pop, and world music artist and has performed in 
Argentina, Austria, Belgium, China, France, Germany, Jordan, Slovenia, Canada, and across the 
United States. 
Throughout his career, Koshinski has worked with many notable performing organizations and 
artists including N F L Fi lms, Late Show with David Letterman, Mary Wilson (the Supremes), 
David Samuels, Wycliffe Gordon, Tom HarreU, Bob Sheppard, Denis DiBlasio, J immy Dorsey 
Orchestra, Philadelphia Boys Choir, The Lettermen, Hartford Symphony, Minnesota Ballet, 
Percussive Arts Society International Convention (6 appearances), and is currently principal percussionist for the Duluth 
Superior Symphony Orchestra. For his work with N F L Fi lms, he can be heard on the E m m y award-winning soundtrack A 
Century of N F L . H i s performances have also been heard on the C B S , P B S , and E S P N television networks as well as N P R . 
I n addition, he has recorded for the Naxos, Innova, Centaur, M S R Classics, and Equilibrium record labels. As a composer, 
Koshinski was named the recipient of the 2012 A S C A P Foundation Nissim Prize for best new score for large ensemble for 
his work "Concerto for Marimba and Choir." 
Koshinski holds degrees from West Chester University ( B . M . ) and The Hartt School, University of Hartford ( M . M . and 
D . M . A ) . H i s method books, solo albums, and over 20 published compositions are distributed internationally, with many of 
his compositions receiving frequent global performances. Koshinski is an active member of the Percussive Arts Society and 
is sponsored by the following corporations: Pearl/Adams Instruments, Sabian Cymbals, Remo, and Innovative Percussion. 
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CHANCELLORS AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE 
This award honors faculty who have demonstrated extraordinary and sustained commitment to public service and community 
engagement. This award recognizes faculty who have demonstrated an integration of civic and community engagement 
in their teaching, shown leadership in advancing students' civic learning, conducted community-based research, fostered 
community partnerships, promoted the scholarship of engagement among their colleagues, or made contributions to positive 
change on issues of public concern. 
JULIA WILLIAMS, Associate Professor, Education, College of Education & Human Service Professions 
Julia Wil l iams teaches courses in assessment for the Secondary Education and Masters in Education 
programs, continuous improvement processes and community relations for the Educational 
Administration program, program evaluation for the Education Doctorate program, and she serves 
as co-Coordinator for Secondary Education and co-Director for Graduate Studies for the M . E d , 
program. Wil l iams holds a B S in Language Arts Education, an M . A . in Curriculum and Instruction, 
and a P h . D . in Educational Leadership, as well as active licenses as Secondary School Principal 
and District Superintendent in Minnesota. She is currently serving on a half-time course release 
as Faculty on Special Assignment for U M D to work with program assessment and evaluation. Her 
research areas include the study and teaching of evaluation, program and school improvement, data-informed education 
processes, and course and large-scale assessment of learning. Julia has served as Lead Evaluator for accreditation of many 
schools and districts nationwide, and has designed recognized innovative processes and led evaluation teams for several 
significant multi-year, multi-site grants administered through U M D for agencies including the U S Department of Defense, 
the National Science Foundation, and the Blandin Foundation. She has and continues to work in consultant and professional 
development roles with area school districts, as well as schools in St. Paul. Her work has been published in professional 
journals, as evaluation reports, and she has presented her research and led workshops at international conferences. Her book, 
Jules on Schools: Teaching, Learning and Everything In-Between (Clover Valley Press), is currently being utilized as a required 
text on two college campuses. 
ALBERT TEZLA TEACHER/SCHOLAR AWARD 
This award is given annually to a faculty member in the College of Liberal Arts or the School of Fine Arts who has an 
exceptional and effective teaching style that emphasizes the worth of research in a learned discipline and the maturing 
impact scholarly activity has on the development of human attitudes and values. 
ANN BERGERON, Professor, Theatre, School of Fine Arts 
A n n Bergeron received her Bachelor of Arts ( B . A . ) and Master of Fine Arts ( M . F . A . ) in Dance 
from the University of California, Irvine, and Master of Fine Arts in Directing from The University 
of Texas at Austin. She received the Horace T . Morse-University of Minnesota Alumni Association 
Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate Education in 1991. A n n was recognized 
as a Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival National Teaching Artist in 2009. She is 
a two-time Fulbright-Hays Seminar awardee, representing American dance and theatre educators 
both in the Peoples Republic of China and in India. A n n has directed and/or choreographed over 60 
musicals and plays, including Legally Blonde, Damn Yankees, Footloose, Seussical, Crazy For You, Guys 
and Dolls, Sweet Charity, Cabaret, Into the Woods, Chicago, and the world premiere of the musical The 
Odyssey. Currently, she is the only University professor in the U.S. to be a certified Level I I Teaching 
with Acoustical Guidance ( T A G ) teacher. 
OUTSTANDING FACULTY ADVISOR AWARDS 
DAVID BICARD, Associate Professor, 
Writing Studies, CoUegecfLiberal Arts 
EMMANUEL ENEMUOH, Associate 
Professor, Mechanical & Industrial 
Engineering, Swenson College of 
Science & Engineering 
RACHEL INSELMAN, Associate 
Professor, Music, School of Fine Arts 
CAROL Km, Instructor, Psychology 
College of Education & Human 
Service Professions 
JILL KLINGNER, Associate Professor, 
Finance U Information Management 
Sciences, Labovitz School of 
Business U Economics 
OUTSTANDING GRADUATE 
FACULTY ADVISOR AWARD 
RAJIV VAIDVANATHAN, Professor, 
Marketing, Labovitz School of 
Business & Economics 
AWARD WINNERS BY U M D STUDENT VOTE 
OUTSTANDING FACULTY AWARDS 
JOSE CARRILLO, 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
KERRY F I E R K E , College of Pharmacy 
MATTOLIN, School of Fine Arts 
OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ADVISOR 
BURKE SCARBROUGH, 
College of Liberal Arts 
J E A N I N E S C H R O E R , College of Liberal Arts 
OUTSTANDING STAFF 
SEAN HALL, College of Pharmacy 
JESSICA V I L L E N E U V E , Undergraduate Adm issions 
OUTSTANDING STUDENT 
ORGANIZATION ADVISOR 
R O M E S H LAKHAN, 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
BULLDOG AWARD - GRADUATE 
John Fahnenstiel 
Emily Heald 
Anthony Olson 
PATRICIA WENDINGER, College of Education & 
Human Service Professions 
THOSE W H O CAN, 
DULUTH AWARD - FACULTY/STAFF 
HILARY KOWINO, College of Liberal Arts 
THOSE W H O CAN, 
DULUTH AWARD - STUDENT 
DivineMercy O Bakare 
BULLDOG AWARD - UNDERGRADUATE 
Alicia Hayes 
LaShaunda Newsom 
Brian Robertson 
Mitchell Rysavy 
OUTSTANDING STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
OF THE YEAR 
Phi Kappa Psi 
LEADERSHIP AWARD 
Amethyst Stegbauer 
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RETIRING FACULTY 
CAROL B O C K 
English 
M A R T I N B O C K 
English 
CAROLYN CROUCH 
Computer Science & Information Technology Systems 
T O M JOHNSON 
Large Lakes Observatory 
LINDA K R U G 
Master of Advocacy & Political Leadership 
DUANE M I L L S L A G L E 
Health, Physical Education & Recreation 
DAVE SCHIMPF 
Biology 
CINDY SPILLERS 
Communication Sciences &" Disorders 
DUANE KAAS 
Finance & Management Information Sciences 
DOCTORAL DEGREES 
EnkBnmm, Intenmiyf&LorcfGraduciteE^^ 
D O C T O R O F P H I L O S O P H Y 
A L E X I S G R I N D E 
Integrated Biosciences 
Dissertation: Spatio-temporal Ecology of Forest Birds 
Advisor: Gerald Niemi 
S A L L Y A M A Y A S I C H 
Integrated Biosciences 
Dissertation: Characterization, expression & evolutionary significance of tht 
vasotocin neuropeptide hormone receptor system in the sea 
lamprey (Petromyzon Marinas) 
Advisor: Benjamin Clarke 
M A T T H E W C T E N E Y C K 
Water Resources Science 
Dissertation: Defining the Risk-Release Relationship ofDaphnia Magna, 
a Non-native Aquatic Species in the Environment of Duluth-Superior 
Harbor. 
Advisor: Donn Branstrator 
D O C T O R O F E D U C A T I O N 
P H Y L L I S M A R I E L I N D B E R G A 
Organizational Leadership, Policy & Development* 
Dissertation: Minnesota Superintendents Attitudes Toward Gifted Education 
Advisor: Frank Guidbrandsen 
N A N D I N I B B H O W M I C K A 
Teaching & Learning 
Dissertation: Investigating the Achievement Gap in Mathematics: An Analysis of 
Fifth Grade School Data 
Advisor: Frank Guidbrandsen 
A M Y B R U G G E 
Teaching & Learning 
Dissertation: Athletic Training Students Academic Preparation in Healthcare 
Documentation 
Advisor: Frank Guidbrandsen 
M I C H A E L R U S S R E I C H E N B A C H A 
Teaching 8c Learning 
Dissertation: Fostering Transformative Learning in an Informal Collaborative 
Process 
Advisor: Susan Damme 
*University Minnesota Twin Cities academic program completed under the guidance of 
University of Minnesota Duluth faculty. 
MASTERS DEGREES 
M A S T E R O F A D V O C A C Y & 
P O L I T I C A L L E A D E R S H I P 
K A T H E R I N E E L I Z A B E T H A R N D T A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
A M Y B A K E R 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
L A U R E N B E N N E Y 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
A S H L E Y C O M P T O N 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: W y Spano 
L A U R A C O N N E L L Y 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
J A M I E H Y S J U L I E N E B E R T 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: W y Spano 
C A T H E R I N E E M M A N U E L L E A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
K E L L Y M A R I E E R B A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
D A N I E L M F A N N I N G A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
L I S A A F E I D L E R 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
A M Y J G R A Y 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
A A R O N G A R Y G R I M M A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
H E A T H E R E L A I N E J E N N I N G S 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
H E N R Y J I M E N E Z 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
C H R I S T I A N A D K A P S N E R A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
K A T I E S U E K A T O S K I A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
KiRSTEN H A G E N K E N N E D Y 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
JuANiTA O M O S H O L A L E W I S A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: W y Spano 
R A C H E L L O E F F L E R - K E M P 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
E R I K A H E L V I C K M A C C A L L U M A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
C L A U D I A L Y N N M C B R I D E A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
C H A D M I C H A E L M C K E N N A A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
J O A N M C N A M A R A A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
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E R I C G M E Y E R 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
K R I S T Y M O R A N A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
A U D R E Y N E A L 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
H I L A R Y N E S T F . A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
L A U R A M I C H E L L E N E V I T T A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
NUR D i R I E NuR A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: W y Spano 
K A T H E R I N E O L S O N A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
T I M O T H Y G E R E O N O L S O N 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
R H O N D A M A R I E O T T E S O N 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
J A M E S W I L L I A M P A I N E A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
O R R I E S A L P E R 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
A Denotes degree awarded 
MASTER s DEGREES 
M A T T H E W D S C H E R E R A 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
SuMAiR S H E I K H 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
S H O S H A N A S J O B E R G 
Advocacy & Political Leadership 
Advisor: Wy Spano 
C A T H E R I N E V O C E 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
E L I Z A B E T H M A R I E W A G O R A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
K H O N G M E N G X I O N G A 
Advocacy 8c Political Leadership 
Advisor: Linda Krug 
M A S T E R O F A R T S 
V A L A R I E B E T H S K I N N E R 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Dana Collins 
C H R I S T I N E E M I L Y S O R E N S O N 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
A L Y S S A C R Y D E R 
Criminology 
Advisor: Robert Weidner 
D A N A H A G E M A N N 
English 
Advisor: John Hatcher 
S A R A H R A S T E R A 
English 
Advisor: Craig Stroupe 
S C O T T D K O S K I 
English 
Advisor: Kathryn Van Wert 
J I L L I A N E L I Z A B E T H S O R C A N 
English 
Advisor: David Beard 
A L I S S A D A W N A C K E R 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Dana Collins 
J E S S I C A L Y N N B A R N E S 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Faith Loven 
L A U R A R O S E C H R I S T E N S E N A 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
R A C H E L A N N E C Y R 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Dana Collins 
J O S I E G R A C E E K H O L M B R O W N A 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Faith Loven 
M E G A N L E A F E I D T 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
B R I T T A N Y R O S E I V E R S O N 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
T A Y L O R K O S E Y 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Dana Collins 
H E A T H E R J A N K R U E G E R 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Kent Brorson 
M I C H E L L E J o M A R N I C H 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Dana Collins 
A L A N A L I N N A E N I E L S E N 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Kent Brorson 
D A W N M P O P E 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
B R I G I D M A R G A R E T R A C H I E 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Mark Mizuko 
S A R A H J A N E R U D E S I L L 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Kent Brorson 
L I N D S E Y J E A N R Y A N 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Advisor: Faith Loven 
M A S T E R O F B U S I N E S S 
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N 
B R I A N N E L Y N N A R E N D T A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
D A V I D L B A R N E S 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
W I L L I A M J B E L L I N G H A M 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
K A R L Y M A R I E B E R G S T E D T 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
C H A S E B O U M A N 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
J E N N I F E R R O S E D O E B L E R 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
J O R D A N R A E E C K L U N D 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
K R I S T E N K A Y H A U X A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
P A U L H O C H S P R U N G 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
A N G E L A K A S E L 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
J A M E S W A Y N E P A R M E T E R 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
E L L E N M A R I E P E A R S O N 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
N A T H A N S C H R O E D E R 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
I S A A C T S E 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
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H A O W A N G 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
J O S H C U R T I S W E N D L A 
Business Administration 
Advisor: Rajiv Vaidyanathan 
M A S T E R O F E D U C A T I O N 
A E I S H A R E N E E M A E A A S N E S S 
Education 
Advisor: Kevin Zak 
L I N D A M A R I E C O O K 
Education 
Advisor: Kevin Zak 
K A T H E R I N E M C R U D O A 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Guidbrandsen 
M I C H A E L D A R L E Y 
Education 
Advisor: Christopher Johnson 
S A G E M A G G I E D A V I S 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
M E L I S S A D I N G M A N N 
Education 
Advisor: Nedra Hazareesingh 
R O N D A D E N I S E E S T E Y 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
M E L I N D A G F E R R Y 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
J O S H U A G E O R G E G I L L S O N 
Education 
Advisor: Nedra Hazareesingh 
M I C H E L L E R E N A L G O O S E 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Guidbrandsen 
N O E L L E J G R U N W A L D A 
Education, Environmental 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
M A R G A R E T J A M E S H A G G E N M I L L E R 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
M I C H E L L E P H A S K I N S 
Education 
Advisor: Lynn Brice 
D O N A L D H E R M A N S O N 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
A M A N D A L H E X U M 
Education 
Advisor: Julia Williams 
J A S M I N E R O S E H O U S E 
Education 
Advisor: Roxanne Could 
E R Y N G E E K I L L O U G H 
Education 
Advisor: Jacqueline Onchwari 
J E N N I F E R M A R I E K O H E L 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Guidbrandsen 
A Denotes degree awarded 
MASTER'S DEGREES 
E M I I . Y J A N E MiCHELL A 
Education 
Advisor: Jane Carlson 
NiCHOi A S J A M E S N E A T O N A 
Education 
Advisor: Kevin Zak 
J O H A N N A H O E S O N A 
Education 
Advisor: Lynn Brice 
B R I D G E T E P A R K 
Education 
Advisor: Lynn Brice 
N O A H P A U L E Y 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Culdbrandsen 
J E S S I C A A N N P O R W O L L 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Culdbrandsen 
T R I C I A D I A N E R O H L O F F 
Education 
Advisor: Nedra Hazareesingh 
K E L I . Y A M A N D A RuDNEY A 
Education 
Advisor: Nedra Hazareesingh 
D A N E I L A N N S I R J O R D 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
J E S S E R O B E R T S M I T H 
Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
N A T H A N D A N I E L S M I T H 
Education 
Advisor: Insoon Han 
T H O M A S J O H N S P E H A R 
Education 
Advisor: Julia Williams 
H A Y I . E Y J F J L N N E T T E S W E N S O N 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
B R Y C E C H A R L E S T E S D A H L A 
Education 
Advisor: Frank Culdbrandsen 
D O N A L D S C O T T T U R N B U L L 
Education 
Advisor: Brian Mclnnes 
O D I A M A E W O O D - K R U E G E R 
Education 
Advisor: Diane Rauschenfels 
M A S T E R O F 
E N V I R O N M E N T A L 
E D U C A T I O N 
M A R Y E L I Z A B E T H F A C T O R 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Kevin Zak 
K A T H L E E N F L O B E R G 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Kenneth Cilbertson 
C Y N T H I A M A R I E H A K A I A 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
J I L L L E G A U L T A 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Julie Ernst 
C L I N T O N W I L L I A M N I E N H A U S 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Kenneth Gilbertson 
M E L A N I E J A I N S T E W A R T 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Kevin Zak 
R Y A N T I M M E R M A N 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
M i i . o L I N N A N D E R S O N 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Julie Ernst 
A U G U S T U S T E T T E Y A R T H U R 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Kenneth Cilbertson 
R E B E C C A L B E L L 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Christopher Johnson 
J O H N A T H A N J O S E P H P E T E R B Y S U R A 
Environmental Education 
Advisor: Bruce Munson 
M A S T E R O F F I N E A R T S 
C H E N X I J I N A 
Art 
Advisor: Janice Kmetz 
M A S T E R O F 
E N V I R O N M E N T A L 
H E A L T H & S A F E T Y 
S A M C H A R L E S A B R A H A M S E N 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
J A C O B A N D E R S O N 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
M E L O D Y N I C O L E B A L K E 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
T H O M A S A A R O N C O U T U R E 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
K A L E P E T E R F I S C H E R 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
S T E P H A N I E E L I Z A B E T H H A G E N 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
C O U R T N E Y S J A N Z I G 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
G R E G O R Y T H O M A S K R A M E R A 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Seraphin Abou 
N I C H O L A S M O R G A N L I N D B E R G 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
M A R I A T H E O D O R A M O R I S S E A U 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
C O D Y R O B E R T S C H T A W I N 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
A N N A L I S A S C O T T 
Environmental Health 8c Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
M A S T E R O F I N D U S T R I A L 
S A F E T Y 
B R I A N J A M E S H A N E A 
Industrial Safety 
Advisor: Robert Feyen 
M A S T E R O F L I B E R A L 
S T U D I E S 
A N N A G A V R I L O V A 
Liberal Studies 
Advisor: David Beard 
S T E P H E N P H I L I P W E L S H 
Liberal Studies 
Advisor: David Beard 
L Y L E D O R M A N W I L D E S 
Liberal Studies 
Advisor: David Beard 
M A S T E R O F M U S I C 
W I L L I A M B R A D L E 
Music 
Advisor: Jefferson Campbell 
M A T T H E W C B R O N S O N 
Music 
Advisor: Eugene Koshinski 
A M A N D A B U S H 
Music 
Advisor: Alice Pierce 
J E R E M Y C O C H R A N 
Music 
Advisor: Jefferson Campbell 
N O L A N A N D R E W H A U T A 
Music 
Advisor: Jian-Jun Chen-Edmund 
M A T T R H U O T 
Music 
Advisor: David Edmund 
T A R A L A U G H L I N 
Music 
Advisor: Rachel Inselman 
N I K O L A I A L E K S E I M A N T T A R I 
Music 
Advisor: Thomas Muehlenbeck-Pfotenhauer 
J O H N R O N D I C H - B A T S O N 
Music 
Advisor: Jean Perrault 
A L E K S A N D E R J O S E P H T E N G E S D A L 
Music 
Advisor: Betsy Husby 
A Denotes degree awarded 
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MASTERS DEGREES 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
C H R I S T O P H E R K B O A M A H - M E N S A H 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Steven Trogdon 
K A T H E R I N E L E I G H K I L L O U G H B O R C H E R T A 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Kang James, Xuan L i 
L O N G C H E N A 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Yongcheng Qi 
J E R A D S C O T T D E V R I E S 
Applied &c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Dalibor Froncek, Petr Kovar 
J O H N F A H N E N S T I E L 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Dalibor Froncek, Tereza Kovarova 
XiAowEN F A N G A 
Applied & Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Kang James 
W E N C H U A N G U O A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Yongcheng Qi 
MiCHAL S T A N I S L A W H R A B I A A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Barry James,Kang James 
S H I N J I N I K A R A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Barry James, Xuan L i 
Z H A O B I N K U A N G A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Zhuangyi L iu , Richard Maclin 
X I A O L I A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: James Barry, Zhuangyi L i u 
M I C H A E L W A D E L I L L E G A R D A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Dalibor Froncek 
E V A N D O M A N 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Bruce Peckham 
L E V I D A W S O N P E D E R S O N 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Dalibor Froncek 
Z H E N G F E I R U I A-
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Zhuangyi L iu , Steven Trogdon 
A N D R E W J S C H N E I D E R 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: John Greene 
A A R O N L O U I S S H E P A N I K 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Dalibor Froncek, Petr Kovar 
I N N E S I N G G I H 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Sylwia Cichacz-Przenioslo, Dalibor 
Froncek 
D A N I E L L E S T E W A R T 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Joseph Callian 
Y I X I A O 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Yongcheng Qi 
X U R A N Y A N A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisor: Kang James 
O N D R E J Z J E V I K A 
Applied 8c Computational Mathematics 
Advisors: Dalibor Froncek, John Greene 
J O H N R I C H A R D A I . F V E B Y A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Ahmed Heikal 
K A T I E M A R I E D U N L E J W Y 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Anne Hinderliter 
N A T H A N R O B E R T E R I C K S O N A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Viktor Nemykin 
A N T H O N Y E V A N S 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Josh Evans 
B R A N D Y B R E N N A F O R S M A N 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Elizabeth Austin-Minor 
S P E N C E R G A R D E E N 
Chemistry 
Advisors: Ahmed Heikal, Joseph Johnson 
C H A S E P G O M E Z 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Lester Drewes 
S H I R I S H A G U R R A P U A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Venkatram Mereddy 
M A R K A D A M J E R S E T T 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Alessandro Cembran 
SRAVAN K J O N N A L A G A D D A A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Venkatram Mereddy 
A R J U N K A F L F . A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Paul Siders 
B R E N T J E R R A D E A S T E R N A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Viktor Zhdankin 
B A L A B H A D R A K H A T I W A D A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Steven Berry 
S T E V E N R O B E R T K O S K I A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Viktor Zhdankin 
G R A D Y L E R O Y N E L S O N A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Venkatram Mereddy 
A M B E R C H R I S T I N A N E L S O N - P O R T E R 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Peter Crundt 
K E B R E A B R E D I E T S A M U E L 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Joseph Johnson 
L U C A S S O L A N O 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Venkatram Mereddy 
G A R R E T T S T O D D A R D A 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Steven Berry 
R O C H E L L E M A R I E W A R N E R 
Chemistry 
Advisor: Er in Sheets 
MouNiKA A L I A 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Douglas Dunham 
S A I C H A R A N R A J C H I T I R A L A 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Andrew Brooks 
S H I V A K U M A R C H I T T A M U R U 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Douglas Dunham 
S A K E T H R A M K A R U M U R I 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Douglas Dunham 
A K S H A Y R E D D Y K O P P U L A 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Richard Maclin 
V E N K A T A S U B H A S H M O W A 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Andrew Brooks 
R A N G A R E D D Y P A L L E L R A 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Haiyang Wang 
R A V I K A N T H R E P A K A 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Richard Maclin 
S A R M A D A H S A N S I D D I Q U I 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Richard Maclin 
V I S W A N A D H K U M A R R E D D Y V U G G U M U D I 
Computer Science 
Advisor: Peter WiUemsen 
A N G E L A J F A N N I N E B E R T H O L D A 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Christina Gallup 
M A R T I N A B E V I S A 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Karen Cran 
D E V I N H O U G A R D Y A 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Steve Colman 
P I C H A W U T M A N O P K A W E E 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Karen Cran 
N A T H A N I E L A R T H U R M I T C H E L L 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Karen Cran 
C H E L S E A I R I S N I S S E N A 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: John Coodge 
S A R A H S A U E R 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: James Miller 
R O N A L D A S T E I N E R A 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Jim Miller 
A D A M T H O M P S O N A 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Howard Mooers 
J I L L I A N EVoTAVA A 
Geological Sciences 
Advisor: Thomas Johnson 
J O S H U A D E A N B E D N A R 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Gerald Niemi 
J E N N A C A V A L L I N 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Gerald Ankley 
K A Y L A M A R I E D E V O L L 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Jon Rumbley 
C H E L S E A H A T Z E N B U H L E R 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: John Kelly 
A Denotes degree awarded 
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E M I L Y K A T H E R I N E H E A L D 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Thomas Hrabik 
Y V E T T E C H E N A U X I B R A H I M 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Ronald Moan 
E D W A R D K E Y E L 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisors: Gerald Niemi, Matthew Etterson 
T R E V O R D A N I E L K E Y L E R A 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Allen Mensinger, Thomas Hrabik 
C A I T L I N S L O A N 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Randall Hicks 
J A C O B E D W A R D S T E V E N S 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Er in Sheets 
L I S A B E T H W I E S E N 
Integrated Biosciences 
Advisor: Clay Carter 
J O H N G I B N E Y D E M G E N 
Physics 
Advisor: Richard Cran 
M u D i T J A I N 
Physics 
Advisor: Vitaly Vanchurin 
R E B E K A H L E H N 
Physics 
Advisor: John HiUer 
E T H A N R Y A N M I L T E N B E R G E R 
Physics 
Advisor: Richard Cran 
S A N H A S E O A 
Physics 
Advisor: Thomas Jordan 
N A R E S H T A K O 
Physics 
Advisor: Alec Habig 
M A S T E R O F E N G I N E E R I N G 
C A R L N E L S S A N D N E S S A 
Professional Master of Engineering 
Advisors: Moe Benda, Richard Davis 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
C I V I L E N G I N E E R I N G 
B E N J A M I N M C A M M A C K 
Civi l Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
P E T E R D E M S H A R 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: David Saftner 
W I L L D A N I E L D E R O C H E R A 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Nathan Johnson 
K Y R S T Y N K A R E N H A A P A L A 
Civi l Engineering 
Advisor: Mary Christiansen 
B E N J A M I N H A R R I S O N H A Y E S A 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
B E N J A M I N W I L L I A M H E L M E R 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
J O E L A L A N HiNNENKAMP A 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: E i l Kwon 
S E O N G A H H O N G A 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: E i l Kwon 
C H E L S F J L M H O P L I N 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
M A T T H E W S T E V E N J A N S E N 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Mary Christiansen 
R O B E R T D O N A L D K O S T I C K 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Eshan Dave 
P R A T I K J P A T E L 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Mary Christiansen 
M A R I O R A T N A R A J 
Civil Engineering 
Advisor: Mary Christiansen 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
E L E C T R I C A L & C O M P U T E R 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
S A I D I V Y A A N N E A 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Advisor: M Imran Hayee 
HusAM I S M A I L A 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Advisor: Taek Kwon 
V I E T H O A N G N G U Y E N A 
Electrical 8c Computer Engineering 
Advisor: M Imran Hayee 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
E L E C T R I C A L 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
SUJANA KORRAPATI 
Electrical Engineering 
Advisor: Jiann-shiou Yang 
SANJANA V E N U S A 
Electrical Engineering 
Advisor: Mohammed Hasan 
B o W A N G A 
Electrical Engineering 
Advisor: Jing Bai 
M A S T E R O F S C I E N C E 
E N G I N E E R I N G 
M A N A G E M E N T 
W A Q A S A H M A D 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Hongyi Chen, Ryan Rosandich 
G H A Z A L E H H A G H I A S H T I A N I A 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Michael Creminger 
S H I M A H O S S E I N P O U R 
Engineering Management 
Advisor: Onanwa Egbue 
N A R A H A R I R O O P A K 
Engineering Management 
Advisors: Hongyi Chen, Onanwa Egbue 
A P A R A J I T H A V A R A N A S I 
Engineering Management 
Advisors: Tarek Al-Ceddawy, Hongyi Chen 
M A S T E R O F S O C I A L W O R K 
M A R Y A D A M S 
Social Work 
Advisor: Evie Campbell 
J E N N I F E R A M Y B A C K U S A 
Social Work 
Advisor: James Amell 
D E B O R A H E L I Z A B E T H B E C K E R A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
J E N N I F E R A B E C K M A N - L A F A V E 
Social Work 
Advisor: Sandra van den Bosse 
S T E V E N B J O R N B J E L L A N D 
Social Work 
Advisor: Ann Tellett 
J E S S I C A M A R I E B O R D E N 
Social Work 
Advisor: James AmeU 
J E S S I C A K A Y B O W L A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Priscilla Day 
A A R O N S C O T T B U C C I 
Social Work 
Advisor: James Amell 
M A R E N K A T H L E E N B U L L E R T A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Anne Tellett 
L I N D A D I A N E B U R H A N S 
Social Work 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel 
A N G E L L A L Y N N C A R T E R A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Evie Campbell 
B R E N D A J A Y N E B O R G A R O C A V A A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel 
C O U R T N E Y M A E C O C H R A N 
Social Work 
Advisor: Sandra van den Bosse 
A Denotes degree awarded 
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A N J E N E T T E B R I G E T D R E I L I N G A C R Y S T A L M A R L E E N R E I C H A B A H - H E - T O Y A - M A H D A V E N P O R T 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration & Covernance 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel Advisor: James Amell Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
D A W N M A R I E E C K D A H L A R E B E C C A L Y N N R E V I E R A C L I F F O R D L G E I M F . R 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration & Covernance 
Advisor: Evie Campbell Advisor: Kathy Heltzer Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
K A Y L A D A I N E O R D D A W N M A R I E S E L L L I S A M I C H E L L E J A C K S O N A 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration & Governance 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel Advisor: Sandra van den Bosse Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
V E R O N I C A G A I D E L I S - L A N G E R P A I G E S M I T H E L Y S E Y V O N N E L A W R E Y 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: Priscilla Day Advisor: James Amell Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
J E S S I C A K A Y G R A H A M T A M A R A L S M I T H S A R A H L Y N N M A K I 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: Anne Tellett Advisor: Lake Dziengel Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
SUSAN R G R A N A E L I Z A B E T H S H A R O N S O R E N S O N A R H I A N N O N R C M E T O X E N 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel Advisor: Kathy Heltzer Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
M I C H A E L R O C K Y H A R B I N A L I S A M A R I E S T A R K A L E S L I E N O R T H R U P 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: Evie Campbell Advisor: Evie Campbell Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
K I R S T I A N E N I C O L E H O L G A T E E L I Z A B E T H A N N E S U L L I V A N V A N E S S A L Y N N O R T H R U P 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel Advisor: Anne Tellett Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
T A Y L O R E L I Z A B E T H H O L M A J E S S I C A L Y N N U N K E L H A E U S E R A N I G E L R P E R R O T E 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: James Amell Advisor: Melanie Shepard Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
D A N E A L L E N J U S U L A A L L I E C A T H E R I N E U P T O N A E L L A R O B E R T S O N 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer Advisor: Priscilla Day Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
S A R A A K E R N B R E A J E W E L A N N V A N C E W I L L I A M R U D N I C K I 
Social Work Social Work Tribal Administration 8c Covernance 
Advisor: James Amell Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
S A R A H M A R I A K Y L L A N D E R A L I L Y S W A G N E R 
Social Work Social Work 
Advisor: Priscilla Day Advisor: Anne Tellett 
C A N D A C E L L A G O U A M Y J E A N W I C K E R A 
Social Work Social Work 
Advisor: Priscilla Day Advisor: James AmeU 
T E R E S A L A R R A B E E K A T H L E E N A N N S T I L L E R W I G R E N A 
Social Work Social Work 
Advisor: Anne Tellett Advisor: Anne Tellett 
S A R A H N I C O L E M A R K E R T A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer 
TV If nrr 
M A S T E R O F T R I B A L 
J E N N I F E R S U E M A R T I N E A U A 
Social Work / A D M I N I S T R A T I O N & 
Advisor: Kathleen Heltzer G O V E R N A N C E 
L U C A S A L L E N M O R C O M B A 
Social Work 
Advisor: Priscilla Day H F J V T H E R M A R I E A B R A H A M S O N 
C R Y S T A L M A R I E M U L L E N A Iribal Administration oc Liovernance 
Social Work Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
Advisor: Kathy Heltzer C A R L A M B I G B E A R 
A R I A N F . M A R E N E N O R R G A R D Inbal Administration & Governance 
Social Work Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
Advisor: James Amell K A T E R I W A S T E ' W I N B I R D 
S T A C E Y A N N E N O S S • ¥ . -1 V A 1 ' ' • O f—T 
Iribal Administration oc Governance Social Work Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
Advisor: Anne Tellett C R Y S T A L M A R I E B L U E 
M I C H A E L A M A R I E P E R L B E R G A Tribal Administration & Governance 
Social Work Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
Advisor: Priscilla Day N I C O L E L Y N N B O Y D A 
D A R I A N J U N E P E T E R S O N Tribal Administration &c Governance 
Social Work Advisor: Tadd Johnson 
Advisor: Lake Dziengel V A L L E N J C O O K 
A i j R R A S S A A Tribal Administration &, Governance 
Social Work Advisor: Tadd Johnson A Denotes degree awarded 
Advisor: Evie Campbell 
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UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
LABOVITZ SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
Amy Hietapelto, Dean 
BACHELOR OF 
ACCOUNTING 
Annie Albright 
Alexandra I Alfsen 
Ellissa Anne Amherg 
Morgan L Anderson 
Rachel Lee Anderson 
Brett Douglas Applegath 
Melissa M Archambault ' * t 
Elizabeth T Benusa t 
Kali Ruth Bernloehr t 
Justin Michael Bjork 
Jacob Alexander Blackford 
Gregory Lawrence Botts * * t 
Kristine Lynn Britven 
Jeremy Jerome Brown 
Donald James Carney 
Samuel Michael Chase 
Luke DriscoU 
Michael Aaron DuvaU 
Erik Ekukanju 
Joseph Arthur EUinghuysen 
Randall S Erdmann t 
Ryan K Erola 
MarkPFlorey***! 
Michaellhomas Hahn * * * t 
Aaron James Handorff * * t 
Thomas Eric Hayes 
Jennifer Ann Hitchcock 
Sierra Louise Hogan 
Lauren Elizabeth Holan * * t 
Benjamin Michael Horseh 
Jennifer MHorst**t 
David Robert Huntley 
Tyler Lee Jackson 
Derek ABan Janisch 
Calla Marie Johnson * * t 
Julia Marie Johnson 
MoUy EJustison 
Jaimee Rae Kangas * t 
Nikolas David Karssehoom 
Jared D Klapperich 
Gregory Thomas Klein 
Kaitlyn Rose Knutson 
Youngmin Ko 
Makenzie RKorhy"! 
Jordan Elizabeth Kruger 
Joseph J Letendre 
Dylan Wayne Limesand 
Ryan Douglas Link 
Erika Ann Lishurg **+ 
Tait J McCahe 
Bryan Robert McCord 
Matthew S McLachlan 
Kelli Theresa Meierding ' " t 
JiHye Moon 
Brandon M Munroe 
Taylor Murphy 
Sean Luke Murray 
Kyle Stephen Navratil 
Jacob Mitchell Nelson " t 
David R Neustel 
Carly Jean Newman * 
Thomas Charles Nordquist 
Thomas E Norlander't 
Ashley NO'Hearon 
Connor J Paulsen 
DanieUe Pearce 
Benjamin M Pelant 
Zachary Thomas Petersen 
Lindsey M Pieper 
Randal Joseph Popp 
Jacob Dale PoweU 
James Ilo Powers 
Kevin J Proehl t 
Cooper J Reff 
Justin Patrick Renneke 
Peter A Ringham 
Scott Jeffrey Rosemeyer 
Kristen Nicole Salo t 
Matthew Joseph Schreiner 
Laura C Schumack 
MichaelJ Schwanheck 
Jack Cochrane Seehof 
EmUy L Severson * * t 
Adam James Smith 
Lindsey Rae Smith 
Mariana Lindsey Steen * 
Mariah Joan Stenzel 
Tyler Scott Stewart 
Jonathan William Stroh 
Caleb R Thatcher 
Rachel M Vandervegt 
Mitchell J Van Effen 
Peter H Wicker 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Matthew Frank Arthur *** 
Economics 
Cody Chambers 
Economics 
Carldean GaUardo Cole 
Economics 
Kyle S Heiling 
Economics 
Justin Patrick Hopkins 
Economics 
Matthew Robert Johnson 
Economics 
Arthur Lawrence Kane IV 
Economics 
Justin Marschall Kostecka *** 
Economics 
Derek Jon Krzenski ** 
Economics 
Matthew Allen WiUiam Larson 
Economics 
Michael D Laudenhach * * t 
Economics 
DeChandra Malo 
Economics 
Dylan J Murphy 
Economics 
Christopher M Perry 
Economics 
Nick L Peterson " t 
Economics 
Philip Louis Potvien 
Economics 
Nicholas Ryan Renn 
Economics 
Jay Brudwick Schlichte 
Economics 
Natasha Scovill 
Economics 
Michael Melvin Steinhorn 
Economics 
Benjamin J Twait 
Economics 
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Miranda M Aarons 
Marketing Analytics 
Ryan Jeffrey Adamczak 
Management Information Systems 
Marketing 
Justin T Adams 
Management Information Systems 
Cole Robert Adkinson 
Finance 
Management Information Systems 
Casey Dean Ahrendt * t 
Financial Markets Finance 
Annie Albright 
Human Resource Management 
Kallistheni Maria Alexandrou 
Marketing 
Alexandra I Alfsen 
Finance 
Riley Elisabeth Allen*! 
Financial Markets Finance 
Ryan Amos 
Management Information Systems 
Ryan William Amundson-Ahraham 
Marketing 
Ashley Marie Anderson **! 
Marketing 
Natalie Susan Anderson 
Marketing 
Rachel Lee Anderson 
Health Care Management 
Richelle Victoria Anderson 
Organizational Management 
Ryan John Andrist 
Health Care Management 
Robert J Anfinsen 
Finance 
Brett Douglas Applegath 
Finance 
Melissa M Archambault **! 
Health Care Management 
Nathan T Armstrong 
Human Resource Management 
Jane Marjorie Astrup ! 
Health Care Management 
Rachel DAuer 
Finance 
Katherine A Aune ***! 
Organizational Management 
Hynn Gyung Elena Back 
Marketing 
Nicholas R Bailey 
Human Resource Management 
John Thomas Baker IV 
Financial Markets Finance 
Tanner P Barheln *! 
Finance 
Mary K Battaglia 
Finance 
Marie I Baumgartner 
Human Resource Management 
Derek W Beck 
Marketing 
Ahhyjo Becker 
Health Care Management 
Chelsey Christine Beeler ! 
Marketing Analytics 
Andrew Thomas Benedict 
Management Information Systems 
Drew M Bentz 
Health Care Management 
* Denotes cum laude 
*' Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
! Denotes departmental honors 
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I V X e U l d l l i T l U C I l f S L l U I l l u i x t u y 1 v^oiiici 
Marketing Human Resource Management 
Zoe Elizabeth Bergstrom Valenti Cordero 
Economics Marketing 
Kali Ruth Bernloehr t Nicholas T Cosgriff *'!' 
Finance IMarketing 
Brett Jeffrey Bertani Justin Alan Crandall * i ' 
Organizational Management Finance 
Sarah Elizabeth Bevin Mitchell Robert Craven I" 
XTxxxXrXxx-xx xxxrxxXfX X ^ - - x x x t x - x x | 
1 I C a l L i l V_-al.C i V l t l l i d , y C l l l C l l L r i n d n p p 
1 l l l t t l l O C 
Alyssa Ann Birk Emily Ann Crea f 
Iv l d t"lf pf 1 nrr 
l V i . i t l JS.C L l l l t ! 
A / I d r F p h n c r A n d l v f i p c i v i d i i x C l l l l l i / i l l t t l y Lies 
Danielle A Bladholm Tyler Grant Crosby 
IVIarketinp" 
X' xai rvi_ L i i i t i 
Ofp'anizational Manap'ement 
X-Z LtLLXlllxjtXXl\Jl XXXX XT X txxitx tr,x^iixx-x X L Justine Jo Bliss Courtney KM Cummings 
Human Resource IVlanagement 
X X U l l l C X i l X\.\^,3 W LXX X.'X^ X T X CXLIXXXC X^  i X i K^  1X X 
IMarketinp" &, Granhic Design 
X T X CXX XXX-XXXXXl XZX- X-J X CXLZX XXX, X—^X-kJXELXX 
Thomas R Bodelcer 
x x x u x x x x x o XX, ji_Ti_rxxx-ivx-x 
Kelsev Rose Cunningham 
XXX-XCTX-T XX-XX»JX- ^--xxxxxxxxxeexxixxxx 
Marketing Marketing 
Kavia R Bonders 
xxAxyxxx X X x^xrxxcLx ,xr t 
Anril Lee Daerda 
X XXXX XX XJX-X- x-xxxx-xxxx* 
Hi iTTTan r < p Q n i i r p p ^ / l c i n c i O " P m p n t I l U l l i a l l I v C S U U i L C i V l i l l l a t ; C l l l C j . l l H p d l r n I d r p ^ / l d n d C T P m p n t " 
Brianna Claire Bowman 
X,XX XXXXXIXXX X^^XXXXXX, X,XXX TT xxxxxxx 
Brittnev Ellen Dahlhere' 
x -xxxxxxxx -T a / • i x - i x x-x xxxxxxxx-xcr 
Health Care Manap'ement 
X XXCLX.X1X X_-XXXX' XTXXXX ILXXZ X/X XXV I^X X 
Human Resource IManaffement 
X xuxxxcx ix xxs-k7vzXXXXX XTXX4Ixcxerxxxxxxxe Ashley Kay Boyat Taylor Marie Dame 
Health Care Manap'ement 
X XXXXX.X1X v_-rxxx xtxxxxirxx^x^xxxx^xxx 
Human Resource IManaffement 
X xcxxxxrxxx x v x c j x r x x x x x x tx tx ixcxx rxxxxxxxe 
Paul Brandt MacKenzie Renae Darbyshire 
M^arketinp' &. Oranhic Desi0"n 
XT XXXX XXX^  XXI XXl^  X_ZX- XJXXXL/XXXX X,^\^L3XeXXX 
Entrepreneurship 
Kpvifi G T Y I P C KfPplitlPr 
I V C V l l l l l t l l l C S U l C L l v I l C l 
1 r i i P V nnrrilppti 1 Ippn^pn i l r t t y I V i t L l l l C C l l i - x C C O i t H l 
Finance Marketing 
Andrew C Brees Ryan Robert Delage 
Health Care M^anap"ement 
X XX.'UXXXX tXX X- X T XXXX XrXCLXXXXV^X X X 
IMarketin? 
XTXtXX IXX LXXJt Alex R Broadston * t 
X XXX-XX XX X ^ X XTXXXXXT XXXXX 1 
Connor John Delanev 
^--xxxxxxxTX J xxxxxx X - i T x x i x x x x T 
Health Care Management Health Care Management 
Siffne Toann Broecker 
KJ XXX XXX- I XTXXIXXX X_TX XTXp-X-XXX-x 
Joshua Taylor Denisen 
Marketing Marketine: 
Christopher IVI Brunner Philip Michael d'Entremont 
I V l x l l I xC L l l l t ' r t n d n o i d l ^ / l d ^ ^ p f ' ; h m d n r p 
X I t l f t l l X l C L X X T X txl tVx t 3^ X i l l l l t l X X 
Rilpv ^fpvpti Rninnpi' r v i i c y x j L c v c i i J L I I U I I I I C I Asnlpv loiin 1 lipfrniiii 
X x . ^ x i x w f 1 V r n l l x,x i x . j ^ i i x x x x 
( I r c d n i v d t i n n d l ^/^ d n d c p m p n t 
V-Z ItLXXxXXx/XXXxVyl IXXl XT XXXllXi L 
H i i m d n Rp ' io i iTTP ^ d d t i d o ' p m p r i t 
X x t X t l l r t i l XVXoWLxXXX X T X t x i i a X l X i l l X l i L 
Laura Katherine Bucher Kaitlin Kay Ditsworth 
Health Care Management Organizational Management 
DerekJ Buermann Alexander David Dittberner 
IMarketing Analytics Organizational Management 
Kendrajane Burgess Nicholas K Dolan 
nA d r F p f i no" 
XT XXXX XvX_ L i J l t l 
IMarketinp' 
X t X u I I X X L l i i X l 
Matthew C Burkhardt Robert James Dorrance 
Economics Marketing 
Tvler Tosenh Busch 
X J XX-X • Xf X^X- l-T'X x_# XX^JXIX 
Jeffrey Ray Drommerhausen 
Finance Marketing 
Ryan Charles Bussey Organizational Management 
T^Xg^lXXXXX-IXLXW.XIXX X X IXX . X . . . X X X L 
Organizational IVlanagement Paige Victoria Duerksen J 
Sarah IVIarie Bvstrom 
xxuxcxxx XT XXXX xx- -*-T T "T *x VTXXX 
Marketing Analytics 
Organizational Management Garret M Duncan 
1 Ifinipl 1 !iin Ofp'anizational ]Manap"ement 
Vy L tLdiiLxfiX xxyjixtxx xx xtxi l u c x x i i i x i i x 
Marketing Analytics Jordan A East *t 
Dustin Raymond Carlson Management Information Systems 
Health Care TVIanap"eTnerit 
X Xx -xLLLl i X., iXl l _ XTXXXi JXXtXT^^iiT 'XlL 
I.iike S Fasten t 
J J XI x x x x i a , xx n x x | J ^ 
Ashley Ann Carpenter Health Care Management 
Y\A a r K eri n o" 
XT XXxX XXX L X i l t l 
Jacob C F del en 
1 XX X XJ L I X_ X > XX X 1X 11 Somsanouk Tiilian Chamleunsouk 
X.XXt11x9xX11x^U1x 1 UXXxXlx ^ ' ' X X x X I I X X x . U l l ^ X x X X x x 
IManap'pment Information Svstems 
X TXxl i iuCLXLXXX t i t X X i X x / X i i J u t X X / I X x i y O t X i i i O 
Management Information Systems Erik Ekukanju 
Aaron M Christen Economics 
Organizational Management Jordan M Elling 
Ariel Jordan Christensen Finance 
Human Resource Management KatyannaJ Emanuel 
Whitney Michelle Clark Marketing 
Human Resource Management Cassandra L Erickson 
Catherine Coleman Organizational Management 
Marketing Michael W Ewing 
Health Care Management 
Dillon T Fenno * 
X,-TXXX\XXX • X X X X X X V 
Racheal Lynne Heimerl 
IMarketing Marketing 
Lee Richard Fiebiger Emily E Henderson 
Organizational Management 
X-XX^XIX .XX , IXXXW..IXX X XXXIXXlg^XIXIXXXX 
Health Care Management 
Christopher Timothy Fields Benjamin E Henniges 
Economics Marketing 
Nicholas John Fisher Tab T Her 
Management Information Systems 
XXlXXIXg^XXXXXXXX X X . X X X . I I C X t X X X X x - ^ x - t x x x x x 
Management Information Systems 
Alexa Rose Fletcher Bradi Christine Herdina 
IMarketing 6c Graphic Design Marketing 
Tiana M Flores *t Louis Andrew Hermansen 
Marketing Analytics Marketine 
Alexander R Fons t Lukas Alex Hirsch 
Finance Manaeement Information Systems 
Benjamin Charles Foster Nolan Mathew Hodapp t 
Marketing Economics 
Kyle Brandon Foucault f Finance 
Management Information Systems Alhson Ruth Hoffinan **t 
Makenzie L Frericks *t Marketing 
Health Care Management 
to 
Katie Lynn Hovseth 
Jacob Froelich 
1 XX X XT P_l • • X I X 1 1 X ' • 
Human Resource Management 
Organizational M^anagement David Joseph Huher f 
Thomas A Gand Financial Markets Finance 
Human Resource Management Benjamin J Hunerberg 
Organizational Manasrement 
WXgjIXllXX-IXXXUIIXXX X XXXXXCXg^XIIIXIXX 
Organizational Management 
Andrew Gemala Gani Alexander Ray Huth 
Finance Marketing 
Alyssa Faye Gazda J Gregory Patrick Hynes 
IMarketinp" 
X t X u X xVX L i t Ltt 
Finance 
A i lXxXl X X X Cassie Marie Gazzolo Marketing 
Marketine; 
6 
Brandon Michael lams 
Mollv Georp-e 
X T x x x x x y x-fXTX/XE^x 
IVIarketinp" 
X T X xxx xxx XXI I t ^ 
Marketinp' 
XT XtXX I X X L l i i X l 
Anthony S Illetschko 
1 A l l X l l V ' l l f 1X A X X X X , 1 X X XIXXI Nathan T Gervenak 
X T axxxcxii 1 X-P X X T xxxpxv 
Marketinp" 
AT XXXX IXX LXLltX 
Organizational Management 
X ^ X ^ « X X X X - X X V X XX " 
Matthew Richard IlUes 
Andrew David Gilbere 
X X X X U X X T . X - ' U T . X . X T X X X Z X X ^ 
Organizational Management 
Marketing Alanna M Irwin *t 
Andrew Gilkay Marketing 
Marketing Jacob R I skat 
Colin R Golden Health Care Management 
Marketing Viacheslav Ivchenkov f 
Savannah Rose Golden Management Information Systems 
Marketing Adam C Jacobson 
Ryan P Gormley Marketing 
Marketing Lucas Martin Janka 
Organizational Management Human Resource Management 
Tvler Paul Greenhaeen Tasha S Jeffers * t 
Marketine: Financial Markets Finance 
Mackenzie Elizabeth Gronholz f Jessica Margaret Jensen 
Health Care Management Marketing 
Leah Lynn Gross ***t Austin John Johnson 
IMarketinp" 
X TXuX XXX X I I ItL 
Management Information Systems 
Eric R Grytdahl Benjamin A Johnson 
Organizational Management Health Care Management 
Hup-o W Guan 
• I XX X I V X X X f XX tt 11 
Cole IVIatthew Johnson 
X _ - X I J X X 1 A XAX X I X X TT | XI11 i i I I i I Management Information Systems Organizational Management 
Fmilv C Hall * + 
A x I I l l 1 y x - 1 1 cxl 1 1 
Incpnn 1 i P i i n Ivfipripltnvpr l i f s C I J l l 1 - / C ( t l l I v r t l - l l C l I l l y C l 
Human Resource Management Management Information Systems 
Aaron James HandorfF**t Leah D Kaiyalethe 
Finance Human Resource Management 
Rachel Hannan 
Health Care Management 
Kristen L Hanten * Denotes cum laude 
Health Care Management ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Duke Richard Harrison 
Marketing *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Mackenzie R Healy t Denotes departmental honors 
Human Resource Management 
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Jared Kalla Brian Jaekwang Lee Jared Kirk Moleski Kristen Anne Pelto 
Management Information Systems Finance Financial Markets Finance Health Care Management 
Jesse T Kallman Marketing Erik Daniel Molsather Kenneth Cyril Petersen 
Financial Markets Finance Lucas John Lenertz Finance Marketing 
Thanushen Kanapathipillai Marketing Kyle Moulton Zachary Thomas Petersen 
Human Resource Management Ryan Leone Marketing Organizational Management 
Vincent A Kasper Management Information Systems Matthew Christopher Murphy Eric E Peterson 
Marketing Erica Brynn Leversedge Economics Marketing 
Hannah MKeil't Human Resource Management Financial Markets Finance Haleigh Peterson t 
Finance Brady William Leverty t Kelli Lynne Myers Organizational Management 
Human Resource Management Financial Markets Finance Human Resource Management Jenna Marie Peterson 
Michael Ihomas Kelley Paige Lea Lietzau Chase Matthew Myhre Marketing 
Management Information Systems Organizational Management Human Resource Management Samuel M Peterson 
Alexis Marie Kells Angela Jean Lilke Regina Matilda Namuwonge Finance 
Organizational Management Marketing Marketing Summer Noel Peterson t 
Michael P Keran Dylan Wayne Limesand Kyle Stephen Navratil Health Care Management 
Marketing Finance Marketing Matthew Joseph Pettinelli t 
Ellen M Kessel Erika Ann Lishurg **t Marit Ruth Nelson Management Information Systems 
Human Resource Management Finance Marketing Marketing 
Anna Nikoleyevna Kindruk Thomas Gunn Lonergan t Cole Edward Neumeister Morgan Elizaheth Phipps Becks 
Health Care Management Health Care Management Finance Marketing 
James Dale Kittlesen Adrian Yi Liang Low Carly Jean Newman * Jonathan D Picken 
Health Care Management Finance Finance Finance 
Management Information Systems Cody P Luheley Thomas A Nickell Lindsey M Pieper 
Elizaheth Marie Klein *t Financial Markets Finance Marketing Finance 
Marketing Anal>tics Kristena M Lundeen *t Kaitlin MNickot Michael Lewis Pochucha 
Alex Ann KIos Finance Management Information Systems Financial Markets Finance 
Health Care Management Benjamin Wehh Lyso Marketing Analytics Steven R Popowitz t 
Amanda Kay Knudsen Entrepreneurship Michael David Niemi Marketing 
Marketing Paulina Ma Marketing Michael L Porrez 
Samuel Ryan Knuth Marketing Jeffrey M Nordvall Organizational Management 
Marketing Amanda R Malmin ***t Marketing Jeflrey Dean Pouliot 
Kaitlyn Rose Knutson Organizational Management Lucas Northagen Organizational Management 
Finance Blake Azurin Martin Finance James Ilo Powers 
Mackenzie A Knutson t Health Care Management Elizaheth Threase Northrup * * t Human Resource Management 
Human Resource Management Brittani Mae Martin Management Information Systems Nathan Thomas Pratt 
Nicole A Knutson + Health Care Management Marketing Analytics Marketing 
Health Care Management Mia Jo Marturano Jefli-ey Donald Norton Tristan Joseph Price 
Youngmin Ko Health Care Management Finance Finance 
Finance Kevin T Mathiowetz *+ Clayton Michael Notch Jaclyn P Priolo ***t 
Emily M Kowalczyk " t Management Information Systems Finance Finance 
Economics Shaun Gregory Mattson " t Casandra R Oaks Kevin J Proehl t 
Adam Krause **t Marketing Marketing Financial Markets Finance 
Finance University Honors Jesse Rohert O'Bryan Raymond Leroy Pulsifer I I I 
Aliena L Krausert Bryan Rohert McCord Marketing Marketing 
Marketing Economics Brianna Ohiy Organizational Management 
Marketing Analytics Brooks Palmer McMahon Finance Mason Putney*! 
Jordan Elizaheth Kruger Organizational Management Eva Christine OhIy Organizational Management 
Management Information Systems Kelli Theresa Meierding " ' t Marketing Dean Kelly Quinn 
Michael K Kruger Finance Danielle M Oien Management Information Systems 
Finance Health Care Management Human Resource Management Joy Elizaheth Rasmussen ***! 
Health Care Management Anthony Michael Melillo Zachary T Okonek Financial Markets Finance 
Eric David Krull Health Care Management Marketing Tyler Bernard Regenscheid 
Marketing Matthew J Merrick Benjamin Thomas O'Laughlin Finance 
Dain F Krutzig Finance Organizational Management Cody A Reilly 
Finance Jared J Meyers Alaina Kaitlin Olson Finance 
Megan VKuelhs Marketing Health Care Management Management Information Systems 
Marketing John Jacoh Mild Theodore Stephen Olson Kenneth D Reitz 
AndrewJ Lajeunesse Organizational Management Management Information Systems Marketing 
Management Information Systems Sean Michael Miller Jacoh Alex Osowski Allison Kelsey Remple 
Cooper Bradley Lannier Finance Marketing Organizational Management 
Management Information Systems Dale Michael Minkkinen t Hannah Marie Osterheim 
Chloe Marie Lappen Marketing Analytics Marketing Analytics * Denotes cum laude 
Marketing Ian Patrick Mlakar Kelly L Palm ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Kevin Larsen Marketing Finance 
Finance Christopher Gerald Moe Marketing **' Denotes summa cum laude 
Mitchell Edward Larson " t Management Information Systems Connor J Paulsen t Denotes departmental honors 
Marketing Kristin Claire Moen + Finance 
Marketing Analytics 
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Allison Elizabeth Rengel 
Health Care Management 
Daniel David Rhoda 
Organizational Management 
Peter A Ringham 
Financial Markets Finance 
Kyle Ringstad 
Marketing 
Samantha Lee Rivard 
Marketing 
Kaitlyn Marie Roche 
Organizational Management 
AUsha April Rohlft 
Marketing 
Tyler S Rohweder 
Economics 
Julian Matthew Romero 
Organizational Management 
Danielle Mary Rosenherger t 
Health Care Management 
Aaron Roth 
Marketing 
Michael Edward Rother 
Organizational Management 
Alexandra C Rudin 
Human Resource Management 
Daniel James Ryan 
Health Care Management 
Maxwell Ryan 
Finance 
Zackaryjoesph Ryden 
Finance 
Kristen Nicole Salo t 
Management Information Systems 
Adam Dale Sampson 
Marketing 
Andrew Sandherg 
Health Care Management 
MatthewJ Sargent 
Organizational Management 
Luke Willis Sasse 
Organizational Management 
Elliot J Schaff 
Management Information Systems 
TylerASchiroo 
Finance 
Trevor Jon Schmitz **t 
Financial Markets Finance 
Matthew Joseph Schreiner 
Finance 
David John Schulist 
Health Care Management 
Katelyn Lee Schweninger 
Marketing 
Cydnie Jocelyn Scott 
Marketing 
Jack Cochrane Seehof 
Finance 
Emily L Severson **t 
Finance 
Hannah L Shafer 
Organizational Management 
Emily Elizaheth Sinisalo 
Human Resource Management 
Kaitlyn M Skogseth 
Health Care Management 
Human Resource Management 
Bradford William Skurich 
Finance 
Mitchell G Smyth 
Marketing 
Brett John Sohieck 
Management Information Systems 
Tiffany Sayaka Sohieck 
Human Resource Management 
Devin R Sowers 
Finance 
Martin David Spadafore 
Marketing 
Jennifer Marie Starhuck **t 
Marketing Analytics 
Daniel RSteffen"* 
Management Information Systems 
Marketing Analytics 
Michael L Steinkogler 
Finance 
Mariah Joan Stenzel 
Finance 
Ryan T Stoeckel 
Marketing 
Nathaniel Lee Straka 
Marketing 
Jonathan William Stroh 
Finance 
Jared A Strom 
Human Resource Management 
Sam B Stroot 
Organizational Management 
Kolton Richard Sundland 
Organizational Management 
Amanda Leigh Taylor 
Marketing 
AlecJTedham 
Marketing 
Sarah A Tessmer t 
Marketing 
Andrew T Thammavongsa 
Financial Markets Finance 
Management Information Systems 
Ashley Marie Thelen 
Marketing 
Molly NichoIeTindall 
Human Resource Management 
Ashley M Tran 
Health Care Management 
Holly Ann Trehesch 
Finance 
Health Care Management 
Chelsea Lyn Tunell 
Human Resource Management 
Kaelyn M Turner 
Marketing 
Alex D Tyre 
Health Care Management 
Dustin David Uherka 
Marketing 
MoUie VanArsdale 
Marketing 
Emily Van Blaricom 
Finance 
Anna Vanderloop 
Health Care Management 
David Vang 
Management Information Systems 
Jay Vang 
Human Resource Management 
Organizational Management 
Skye N Vang 
Management Information Systems 
Victoria Anne Vogler 
Marketing Analytics 
Jacoh Scott Wallner 
Marketing 
Qianran Wang *t 
Management Information Systems 
William Silver Weaver 
Marketing 
Richard Daniel Weher 
Marketing 
Nicole Kathleen Weikert *t 
Finance 
Michael Charles Welf 
Finance 
William Thomas Wente 
Marketing 
Michelle Jaclyn Westhy *t 
Health Care Management 
Ryan Michael Wickard t 
Marketing 
Matthew L Winters 
Finance 
Grant M Wojciechowski *t 
Health Care Management 
Madeline Susan Wold 
Organizational Management 
Colt Wolfram 
Financial Markets Finance 
Anthony S Wright 
Organizational Management 
Madison Kelley Youngquist 
Marketing 
Benjamin Paul Zerr 
Economics 
Mitchell William Ziegler 
Marketing 
Zachary E Ziegler t 
Finance 
Reece Zimm 
Management Information Systems 
Travis Paid Zorn 
Marketing 
Peter Karl Zunich 
Marketing: 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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Jill Pinkney Pastrana, Dean 
BACHELOR OF APPLIED 
ARTS 
Bjornstjerne Olav Vilhelm Anderson ** 
Teaching Social Studies 
Samantha Ashley Arneson 
Teaching German 
Amy L Bakkum 
Teaching Social Studies 
Erin Breen 
Teaching Social Studies 
Kelly Ann Crampton 
Teaching Social Studies 
Andrew Juan Fuerte 
Teaching Social Studies 
Anna Garner 
Teaching Social Studies 
Alyssa Mary Gehrz 
Teaching Social Studies 
Hannah Ruth Germundson 
Teaching Spanish 
Benjamin P Goehel 
Teaching Social Studies 
Elise M Hageman 
Teaching Social Studies 
Samuel A Hise 
Teaching Social Studies 
Hannah Lauren Jocelyn 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Joshua BJohnson 
Teaching Social Studies 
Suzanne Marie Jokela 
Teaching German 
Nicholas L Klassen 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Ahigalejohannah Knapek 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Alysha M Lundquist *** 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Caleh Lee Madsen 
Teaching Social Studies 
Alexander Michel McDonald 
Teaching Social Studies 
Nicole A Mcialwain-Lehmann 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Jessica May Newman 
Teaching Social Studies 
Emily Anne Norkol * 
Teaching French 
Jaclyn Marie Penner 
Teaching Social Studies 
Benjamin Pieper Pieper 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
JamieAPrax" 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Amanda Jo Scherling 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Jessica R Smith 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Patrick David Matthew Steinhring 
Teaching Social Studies 
Breanna Nicole Totzke " 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Bridget A Weiers 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Johanna Mackenzie Wendorff 
Teaching Spanish 
Hayley M Westphal * 
Teaching Communication Arts & 
Literature 
Taylor Nathaniel Zook 
Teaching Social Studies 
BACHELOR OF APPLIED 
SCIENCE 
Danielle Ach 
Communication Sciences & Disorders 
Megan EAlhrecht 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Nathan R Allison 
Psychology 
AdamAlthoff 
Psychology 
Leah Rose Andersen 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Alex J Anderson 
Psychology 
Elisaheth Sharon Anderson 
Psychology 
Eric D Anderson ** 
Teaching Mathematics 
Rehecca N Anderson 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Psychology 
Autumn Rae VVrendt 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Anne Christina Aronson *** 
Teaching Mathematics 
Allison Jane Athmann * 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
University Honors 
Rachel Michelle Baker" 
Exercise Science 
Sadie Lynn Baktuit 
Psychology 
AUie Balausky 
Psychology 
Joseph A Balestreri 
Psychology 
Joseph Rohert Bauer 
Psychology 
Jocelyn Nicole Bauman 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Kristi J Beaver * 
Psychology 
Candice Kimherly Berg 
Psychology 
Megan M Bickford 
Psychology 
Mary K Biglow 
Psychology 
Megan M Bird 
Psychology 
Jenna Bjorngjeld 
Psychology 
Chelsea MBlaylock 
Psychology 
Jason Lee Roy Block 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Kaydee Ann Bohanon * 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Leah R Borchardt 
Psychology 
Hanna Marie Bornetun 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Jessica E Botoshe "' 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Alec W Brandt 
Physical Education 
Darin P Bratland 
Physical Education 
Josephine Elizaheth Breffle 
Psychology 
Nicholas David Bremer 
Exercise Science 
Morgan S Bretzke 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Brandon Lewis Earl Breuer 
Psychology 
Brittany Marie Brigan 
Teaching Mathematics 
Allison Rose Bristow 
Psychology 
Kristine Lynn Britven 
Psychology 
Meghan Marie Broich 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Mackenzie Brovra 
Exercise Science 
Lauren Christine Bruha 
Psychology 
Alyssa M Brunelli 
Physical Education 
Riley Steven Brunner 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Tyler Jon Bruns 
Teaching Life Science 
Jacoh S Brusehaver 
Exercise Science 
Haley Elizaheth Butler 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Jordan Brook Carlson "* 
Psychology 
Kasandra Marie Cedergren * 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
University Honors 
Brandon Gene Chandler 
Exercise Science 
Joo-Hyun Chang 
Psychology 
Alexis M Chapman 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Meredith Chaput 
Exercise Science 
Sophinieng Samantha Chea 
Adam E Chenoweth * 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Kyle J Christensen 
Exercise Science 
Jordan Christianson 
Physical Education 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Carolyne Keruho Chweya 
Psychology 
MoUy Ann Class 
Psychology 
Kyle Dean Clevenger 
Exercise Science 
Shane Thomas Collins 
Exercise Science 
Mary Rose Colucci 
Psychology 
Sarah J Condon 
Health Education 
RhiannonJ Connor 
Psychology 
Shane M Corner 
Psychology 
Jill Anne Cotone *" 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Ashley Victoria Dahlman ** 
Exercise Science 
Samantha J Daly 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Kayla Jean Dammann 
Teaching Mathematics 
Lindsey Danielson 
Psychology 
Kelly Nicole Davidson 
Teaching Physical Science 
Joseph Edward Davis 
Teaching Mathematics 
Amelia F Delao-Peterson 
Psychology 
Elizaheth Delisle 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Kelsey R Demianiuk * 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
LauraJ Dennis *" 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Dylan R Dimke 
Exercise Science 
Rachael Ann Dorn 
Psychology 
Kaila M Downing 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
AUyson K Dreher 
Psychology 
Desiree Nicole Drentlaw 
Psychology 
Analise Dressen 
Psychology 
Courtney Jo DriscoU " t 
Psychology 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
Psychology 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONS 
Tracy Lynn Duhant 
Psychology 
Ge-Waden Dunkley 
Psychology 
Garlic McCall Durst 
Exercise Science 
Zachary William Dykes 
Exercise Science 
Ashley Lynn Ehner 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Rachel E Eckert 
Teaching Life Science 
Britt E Edlund 
Psychology 
Brian T Eipperle * 
Exercise Science 
Amher Nicole EUer 
Psychology 
Scott Alan Ellison 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Keelee Rehecca Emanuel 
Psychology 
Chelsey Ann Emery Snaza 
Psychology 
Amelia Yisel Erickson 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Kelsey Ann Ernste * 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Elizaheth Rae Marie Esherg 
Psychology 
Ashley Elizaheth Evans 
Psychology 
Madilyn J Falk 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Benjamin Rohert Farher 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Nicholas K Farher 
Teaching Mathematics 
MoUy Farris 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Tessa Catherine Feldt * 
Psychology 
Colhy Scott Ferguson 
Physical Education 
Emily Fischer 
Psychology 
Matiah L Fischer 
Exercise Science 
Alexandra R Flanshurg 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Danielle Renae Flood 
Exercise Science 
Christina A Foxley ' 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Cheyenne Mary Freudenrich 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Natalie M Friherg 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Jon Luther Fundine 
Athletic Training 
Katie M Fuoss 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Eric John Gahr 
Teaching Physical Science 
Sarah lone Garramone 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Mallory Susan Gerdes ***! 
Psychology 
Michael Wayne GetcheU 
Teaching Mathematics 
Marie Gibson 
Psychology 
Larissa Brooke Giehner 
Teaching Life Science 
Christopher Alexander Gierke 
Exercise Science 
WesleyJ Goldberg 
Exercise Science 
Rohyn Joy Goodell 
Psychology 
Jennifer Nicole Goodew * * t 
Psychology 
Kjirsten Solveig Goran 
Psychology 
Charles Milton Goudreault 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Elizaheth M Gower 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Alyssa M Graves 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
JiUian Michelle Grensing 
Health Education 
Alexandra T Guinn 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
MoUy K Gunkelman 
Athletic Training 
Phillip D Halvorson 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Amelia L Hames 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Blaine E Hanson 
Psychology 
Jacoh Allan Harder ** 
Exercise Science 
Yusef Jihad Hassan 
Exercise Science 
Timothy John Hasser *** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Laura Patricia Hauglid 
Psychology 
Samuel Allen Heacox 
Psychology 
Teala Heddlesten 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Katie Lynnae Hedquist 
Exercise Science 
Megan Holly Helherg 
Psychology 
Lindsey Jeanne HeUa 
Teaching Mathematics 
Brianna Angela Henagin 
Unified Early Childhood Smdies 
Nicole Lynn Henning 
Exercise Science 
KelseyJHerholdt 
Psychology 
Ryan J Herwers 
Psychology 
MoUy K Hessian 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Erin J Hickey 
Health Education 
Ashley RocheUeHiljus 
Psychology 
Ian Gerald Hill 
Exercise Science 
Rehecca Grace Hill * 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Nicholas Matthew Hinchliff 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Jacoh Steven Hintze 
Exercise Science 
Sara Elizaheth Hirschi 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Mckenna Elizaheth Hohhs 
Psychology 
Daniel Todd Hoffman 
Psychology 
Wynter Marie Hopson 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
DanieUe Marie Hortop 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Alexis Brooke Houle 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
WiUiam Marvin Howieson ** 
Teaching Mathematics 
Mary Frances Hunt 
Exercise Science 
Courtney B Hunter * 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Maria K Isola 
Psychology 
Brian R Jackson 
Exercise Science 
Darian Mae Jackson 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
MoUie Marie Jackson 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Malissa Renee James 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Katherine Lynn Janke 
Psychology 
Erica Valentine Jasmer 
Psychology 
Anton GJirik* 
Psychology 
Raymond Daniel Johe 
Health Education 
Alexander B Johnson 
Psychology 
Alicen Rae Johnson 
Exercise Science 
Amy Lynn Johnson 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Courtney Michele Johnson 
Psychology 
EUen Anne Johnson t 
Psychology 
MaryaJJohnson 
Psychology 
Matthew Lee Johnson 
Psychology 
Megan Marie Johnson 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Megan Elizaheth Johnson t 
Psychology 
DeAngelo Gamhino Johnson, Jr 
Exercise Science 
Ryan W Jundt 
Psychology 
Lindsay C Kapus 
Psychology 
Megan Marie KeUy 
Psychology 
Alyssa NKerkhoff* 
Public Health Education & Promotion 
Heather Khammavongsa * t 
Psychology 
Sherry Khottavongsa 
Public Health Education 6c Promotion 
Melissa Jane Kielty 
Psychology 
Bridget M Kirby 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Kamille Susan Laverne Kirchberg *** 
Public Health Education 6c Promotion 
MarkKlippel 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Elizabeth Ashley Knuuttila 
Psychology 
Keeley Ann Koch 
Integrated Elementary 6c Special 
Education 
Sarah Louise Koch 
Psychology 
Robert J Koenig 
Psychology 
Marshall D Kohls 
Environmental 6c Outdoor Education 
Ryan Edward Kosciolek 
Health Education 
Kelsey A Krautkremer 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Jason Walter Kreklow 
Exercise Science 
James T Kroeck 
Psychology 
Tanner Mark Krutzig 
Physical Education 
Public Health Education 6c Promotion 
CorinaJ Kuhlmann 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Jennifer Kunshier 
Athletic Training 
Alexandra Marie Kurilla * * t 
Psychology 
Ashley L Lambrecht ** 
Communication Sciences 6c Disorders 
Psychology 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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ee Lamminen 
Psychology 
Jasmine M Landherr 
Public Health Education & Promotion 
Samantha Jo Lanners 
Teaching Mathematics 
Mitchell Edward Larson * 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Nicole Larson 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Bethany Jo Las *** 
Teaching Mathematics 
Katie L Latscher 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Abigail Anna Lattu 
Health Education 
Melinda L Laudon t 
Psychology 
Samantha Rose Lauer 
Exercise Science 
Tessa Leigh Lehlane 
Psychology 
onsong Lee ** 
Psychology 
DustynJLefft 
Psychology 
Taylor Elizaheth Leimhek 
Exercise Science 
Tara Lee Lere *** 
Physical Education 
Austin James LeTexier 
Teaching Mathematics 
Laura Ivana Levar 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Jamie Kay Leverty 
Psychology 
Kathryn Rose Lind 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Jordan L Lindberg 
Exercise Science 
Leah Loch 
Psychology 
Ashley Nicole Luna 
Psychology 
Cody Matthew Lund 
Health Education 
Conner Lundeen 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Taylor L Lundgren 
Exercise Science 
Shawn Eric Macheledt 
Psychology 
Haley Marie Mackin 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Michael James Madden III 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Amelia Marie Maher*"t 
Psychology 
Allison Leigh Maki *** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Ashley Joy Maki 
Psychology 
Ross T Malmgren 
Exercise Science 
Erin O Maly 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
KjellPMann 
Exercise Science 
Paul Johannes Manoppo 
Teaching Life Science 
Sahrina Mansur 
Health Education 
Physical Education 
Nicholas Jeffrey Marcella 
Exercise Science 
Ryan R Martinson 
Exercise Science 
Chesna M Matteson ***t 
Psychology 
Shauna Maurer 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Kerwin McKay 
Psychology 
Madalene Rae McMahon 
Psychology 
Tyler M McMahon 
Exercise Science 
Ana C Mejia 
Psychology 
Ashley Ann Metcalfe 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Carlene Amanda Meyer 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Derek Steven Michaelis 
Exercise Science 
Alyssa Ceylon Michaelson 
Psychology 
Chelsea Elizaheth Mieheals 
Psychology 
Sierra Marie Michels 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Alex Kay Michie 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Ryan T Mieshauer 
Exercise Science 
Aine M Miller 
Psychology 
KirstyMoir 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Kaylyn Elizaheth Molitor ** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Jade L Morrison 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Melinda Rose Morrisroe t 
Psychology 
Kaylynn E Morrow 
Psychology 
Aunika Ann Munson 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Angela J Murphy 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Tyler Alexander Myrom 
Exercise Science 
Christine A Nehring 
Teaching Physical Science 
Brett T Nelson 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Christina Louise Nelson 
Health Education 
Linnea Marie Nelson 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Samantha Marie Nelson 
Psychology 
Katelyn Ann Nielsen 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Seth Crawford Noble 
Exercise Science 
Jacqueline Ruth Noggle 
Psychology 
Megan I Norheck 
Psychology 
Meranda Muthoni Nottingham 
Psychology 
Connie Lee Oheraigner 
Exercise Science 
Allyson Nadean Ohernolte 
Athletic Training 
Weston Mark Ohrycki 
Exercise Science 
Brett M Odegard 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Maria LeeAnn Odland 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Holden D Olson 
Exercise Science 
Paige Kathryn Olson 
Teaching Mathematics 
Alyciajean Ophus 
Psychology 
Kelly Anne Orndorff 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Leah Marie Osborne ** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Casey Lynn Ostdiek ** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Jaclyn Ina Ostman 
Psychology 
Patricia Melody Oyaas t 
Psychology 
University Honors 
Brianna Larissa Pahl 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Lauren Elizaheth Palm 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Amanda Paluheskie *t 
Psychology 
Kayla Irene Pangell 
Psychology 
Caitlyn Clare Marie Parsons *'* 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Claire Maureen Patnaude 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Amanda Marie Paulson' 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Philip Edward Peper 
Psychology 
Madeline A Pettier * 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Ahnna Marie Peterson 
Psychology 
Brandon T Peterson 
Exercise Science 
Jordan Elizaheth Peterson 
Psychology 
Lisa Marie Peterson 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Sean W Peterson 
Exercise Science 
Rachel Ann Pfarr***t 
Psychology 
Elizaheth Marie Pfieffer 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Margaret Louise Pierre 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Katlin Pieters 
Psychology 
Jessica Marie Pitsch 
Exercise Science 
Steven James Plesha 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Jenna Lee Plevell 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Seth A Plummet 
Psychology 
Angela Jeanne Portesan 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Sara Louise Provo 
Psychology 
Ryan Garrett Puhle 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Andrew R Pykkonen 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Claire Alexandra Radintz 
Psychology 
Katelynn Elizaheth Randall 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Luke Michael Ratike *** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Calley Rachael Reeck 
Psychology 
Madeline Joo Reis 
Psychology 
Tyler Rekowski * 
Psychology 
Sarah L Reuter 
Psychology 
Jordan Christine Rice 
Exercise Science 
Emily Jean Richardson 
Athletic Training 
GlenWRidlon"! 
Psychology 
University Honors 
Evan Matthew Rigstad 
Psychology 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
Hayl 
Hye 
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Michael Rohh 
Psychology 
Elise J Roche 
Psychology 
Nicholas Joseph Roffers ** 
Communication Sciences & Disorders 
Karilyn C Romano 
Teaching Mathematics 
Jordan Lee Romine 
Exercise Science 
Marissa R Rosa 
Psychology 
Kurtis Jonathan Rosehrock Schuchard 
Psychology 
Brenna Stahl Rothmeier 
Psychology 
Shayla Marie Rust 
Teaching Physical Science 
Sarah Salo 
Psychology 
Lydia P Sanislo 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Trista Lynn Sarago 
Psychology 
Brian Paul Saunders 
Health Education 
Kierra A Scepurek 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Rachel Grace Schimenek 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Andrew Louis Schlichting 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Breanna Nicole Schmitt * 
Psychology 
Kyle Richard Schoenwald 
Psychology 
Jacoh R Schulte 
Exercise Science 
Katelyn Jean Schwartz 
Psychology 
Kathryn K Scislow"* 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Addyjane Scrimgeour 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Victoria M Sechser 
Exercise Science 
Chelsea L Servin 
Psychology 
Emily A Shea"! 
Psychology 
Ashlee Diane Siewert * * t 
Psychology 
Madeline Siroin 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Lauren M Skogerho 
Exercise Science 
Ethan Kyle Skrove 
Enyironmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Kristin Marie Slaughter 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Jennifer Smith 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Senja A I Smith 
Psychology 
Amanda Margaret Snyder 
Athletic Training 
Emily Elizaheth Snyder 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Elaine Soderlund 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Angela Elizaheth Sommer *' 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
William P Sonnek 
Psychology 
Lincoln J Sorensen 
Teaching Mathematics 
Lacey Soto 
Psychology 
Abigail Spiese ** 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Cole Spohnholtz 
Exercise Science 
Colin Terrance Spooner 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Kayla Lynn Spychalla 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Emma Lee Stauher 
Exercise Science 
Rachael A Stauher 
Teaching Mathematics 
Carlee J Stenslie * 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Brent Paul St Martin 
Psychology 
Amanda Mae Stone *** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Maureen Stormont * 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders 
Jessie Lee Stunteheek 
Psychology 
Jiwon Suh * * t 
Psychology 
Jordan Dallas Suhonen 
Health Education 
Julie A Sweeney ** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Katheryn Claire Tahor 
Psychology 
Zachery N Taylor 
Psychology 
Shelby Rlheisen 
Psychology 
Sarah M Thomas 
Exercise Science 
Julia Thompson 
Psychology 
Katelyn Ashley Thompson 
Psychology 
Kathy Jean Thompson 
Psychology 
Alexis Christine Thomsen ** 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Kyle Craig Thoreson 
Exercise Science 
Lauren Leigh Thorson 
Psychology 
Kara Jade Thul 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Katie Marie Timm 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Matthew James Tomlinson 
Teaching Mathematics 
Alexandra M Tschida 
Psychology 
Amy Elizaheth Tweet 
Environmental 8c Outdoor Education 
Megan N Ulrieh 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
MichaelJ Unzen 
Psychology 
Marissa A Varney 
Psychology 
Nora Marie Vee ** 
Teaching Mathematics 
TeaViUila 
Health Education 
Allison Kathryn Vogt 
Psychology 
Jessica Lin Vork 
Psychology 
Justin Timothy Vossen 
Physical Education 
Rachel Renee Waldorf" 
Exercise Science 
Mitchell George Wanner 
Physical Education 
Kaitlyn Anne Wasleske 
Health Education 
Carl Olaf Weher 
Teaching Life Science 
Shawn Robinson Weddel 
Teaching Earth 8c Space Science 
Benjamin Wesley Welch 
Exercise Science 
Rose M Wenck 
Psychology 
Leanna Marie West 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Maggie Marie West t 
Psychology 
James William Whelihan 
Public Health Education 8c Promotion 
Caitlin Michelle Whited* 
Psychology 
KaylaAWieczorek 
Physical Education 
Bernard Joseph Wierman ***t 
Psychology 
Sarah M Wilcox 
Exercise Science 
Jacoh L Will' 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Erin Elizaheth Wittnehel 
Psychology 
Danielle Wold 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Amanda Lee Wolfe 
Teaching Physical Science 
Kelly RWuollet 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Paja Salina Xiong 
Psychology 
Emily Zeimet 
Psychology 
Ahhy Gail ZeUnske 
Psychology 
Jessica Anne Zieman 
Exercise Science 
Veronica Ziesmer 
Integrated Elementary 8c Special 
Education 
Victoria Gwendolyn ZoUer 
Unified Early Childhood Studies 
Zachary C Zweifel 
Exercise Science 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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SCHOOL OF F I N E ARTS 
William Payne, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Kristi J. Beaver 
Music 
Elise M Benson 
Music 
Joslyn M Danielson 
Theatre 
Samantha Jean Denhartog 
Theatre 
Jaeoh Daniel Fazzio 
Theatre 
Jacoh Froelich 
Theatre 
Allison Ruth Hoffman ** 
Music 
Stephanie Marie Johnson 
Art 
Taylor Matthew Karjala 
Theatre 
David Knohlauch 
Music 
Isahelle Anne Lundstrom 
Theatre 
Amher Lynn Maffo 
Art 
Garrett Pierce Passer 
Music 
Madeline A Pettier 
Music 
Kyle James Peterson 
Music 
GlenWRidlon" 
Theatre 
Erika Yasmeen Sasseville 
Theatre 
Cole Jeffrey Tengwall 
Art 
Alana Elizaheth Tingelhoff" 
Theatre 
Cassandra Lin Udovich 
Art 
Lisa Jean Wasilowski 
Theatre 
Kevin RYounker 
Music 
BACHELOR OF F I N E 
ARTS 
Mary Margaret Ahlherg 
Graphic Design 
Megan Antoinette Ahlherg 
Graphic Design 
Amanda Nicole AlthofF 
Graphic Design & Marketing 
Daniel A Badhwat 
Studio Art 
Vanessa Diane Barr 
Theatre 
Liisa Lee Beck 
Studio Art 
Lisa Marie Benedix 
Graphic Design 
Elise M Benson t 
Theatre 
Rachael M Berg Jacoh Mcllquham Stephanie K Stine 
Art Education - K-12 Graphic Design Theatre 
Donald Bever Sarah J McMillen Shannon Marie Stolting 
Graphic Design Art Education - K-12 Graphic Design 
Anne L Bleninger Julianne R Menke Sarah Jean Trowbridge 
Graphic Design 8c Marketing Graphic Design Studio Art 
Joseph Cramer Marissa J Murdy Meghan Leigh Tupper 
Theatre Studio Art Studio Art 
Karelin K Delorenzo t Connor Andrew Nelson Kassondra Vangsness 
Theatre Studio Art Graphic Design 
Elise Marie Diesslin t Ryan T Olsen Studio Art 
Graphic Design Graphic Design Derrek Johnathan Van Klein 
Matthew W Dufault Stuciio Art Studio Art 
Theatre Samuel J Orosz ! Zachary Daniel Vopat 
Samantha J DuUinger Studio Art Studio Art 
Graphic Design Jessica Kathryn Parnow Jared Edmund Walz ! 
Hannah Marie Farmer Graphic Design Theatre 
Graphic Design 8c Marketing Pascal Victor Pastrana Erin Christine Welch 
Joseph J Eraser Theatre Graphic Design 
Graphic Design Shane Richard Pehrson Thomas S Wen 
Colin D Garrelts Studio Art Graphic Design 
Studio Art Stephen Andrew Pestalozzi A a a A"i • a • a • z a a^ t 
Ashley Caithn Wereley **! Gahnelle Michelle Gerster Graphic Design Theatre 
Art Education - K-12 Kaitlin Ann Peterson 
Rachel Caroline Goering Graphic Design BACHELOR OF M U S I C 
Graphic Design Melissa A Peterson 
Savannah Rose Golden Graphic Design Ann Callie Aitken 
Graphic Design Jill K Petracek *! Music Education 
Erin Gorski Graphic Design Joshua A Biles**! 
Graphic Design Studio Art Music Education 
Paige Marinne Hanenhurg *t Tx rt \ r a - a aa Matthew R Qiiicksell Alex Pete Ferderer 
Art Education - K-12 Graphic Design Music Education 
Desiree Harper Sarah Elyse Rahe Molly Rose Fridstrom 
Studio Art Theatre Music Education 
C U A XA L I • ! 
Sarah Ann Mane Heil 
Elizaheth Mane Richardson Nicholas Serifos Glass 
Studio Art Studio Art Jazz Studies 
Eric Phillip Howe Brittany Nicole Roberts Reed Christopher Hartman 
Theatre Graphic Design Music Education 
Nicole Marie Jerome April Mane Robinson Alex K Hummel 
Studio Art Studio Art Music Education 
Nicholas Michael Johnson Alaina Michelle Roth Kirk Bennett Johnson 
Graphic Design Graphic Design Performance 
Samuel KJorgensen Jonathan Daniel Roth Ryan Kwen Johnson 
Studio Art Graphic Design Theory 8c Composition 
Yeonji Losa Jung t Kara Saemann Michelle E Liuhakka 
Graphic Design Cjtraphic Design 6c Marketing Music Education 
Alyssa Justice A1axa>U P l l a n G A . 1 1 n . . L . a . , 
Alean Ezilen aalloway 
Tyler Jameson Pimm ! 
Studio Art Gr phic Design 6c Marketing Theory 8c Composition 
Hailey Gray Keuhn Kayla N Sauve Lauren Rae Severson 
Graphic Design Graphic Design Performance 
Jordan E Kranick Danielle Rose Shragia Rebecca Rohaheh Tahmooressi 
Graphic Design Graphic Design Music Education 
Mikaela Rose Kurpierz Marisa Lynn Schoen Richard H Thomas III 
Theatre Graphic Design Jazz Studies 
, 1 ZA'TV 11 T C X A-
Colleen ( J Donnell Lateher t 
I 'C XA C 1 , I T * 
Jennirer Mane Scnueittan 
Anna Leigh Torgerson 
Theatre Graphic Design Performance 
Ave Mary Lataiviec Samuel Joseph Schwartz Jake D Upton 
Graphic Design Graphic Design Music Education 
Kayla MLatterell Anne Marie Schweiger Regan EUzaheth Walsh! 
Graphic Design Graphic Design Music Education 
Miso Lee * Patrick John Shelso Nicole CWhelan 
Graphic Design Graphic Design Music Education 
Yoo Kwon Lim Elizaheth M Siemers Chern Ping Wong**! 
Studio Art Studio Art Performance 
Samantha Lyla Lindheck * Melissa Ann Smetana 
Studio Art Studio Art 
Kathleen E Martin**! Jayson Frans Speters **! 
Theatre Theatre 
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
Susan Maher, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Blake Adams 
Communication 
Zaki Murad Ahmed 
Criminology 
Sociology 
Carli J Amatuzio 
Political Science 
Alex J Anderson 
Criminology 
Caitlin C Anderson 
Communication 
Hailey N Anderson 
Criminology 
Riley Jean Anderson 
Communication 
Yasmina Antcliff * * ' t 
American Indian Studies 
Philosophy 
Xueming Ba 
Environment & Sustainability 
Omar Bassam Banat 
Writing Studies 
Matthew James Barvels 
History 
Ryan Glen Bayless 
Communication 
Matt Becker 
English 
Heather Ann Bednarek 
Political Science 
Sean B Bell 
Political Science 
Amy M Bellows 
Communication 
Political Science 
Christopher Thomas Benson 
Communication 
KeUy Bergeron 
Communication 
Shane David Bernard t 
Geographic Information Science 
Geography 
Taylor N Berry 
Communication 
JillCBeuning" 
Communication 
Ethan TBexell™! 
Political Science 
Megan M Bickford 
Criminology 
Travis Lee Blacketter 
Geographic Information Science 
Olivia Josephine Blake 
Communication 
Chelsea MBlaylock 
Criminology 
Michael Paul Bleninger 
Writing Studies 
Roderick Edward Blocker 
Communication 
Lance Dennis Boedigheimer *** 
Communication 
Writing Studies 
Chad Alan Bolen 
Criminology 
Alexander L Borash 
History 
Zachary Thomas Borich 
Environment & Sustainability 
Andrew Michael Born 
Writing Studies 
Asha Leigh Cogger Bradley * 
American Indian Studies 
Lucas Bratvold * * t 
American Indian Studies 
Daniel Franck Braun 
Geographic Information Science 
Rehecca L Braun 
Communication 
McCauley Faye Brede * 
Communication 
Jon Wayne Bredeson J 
English 
Michelle Murphy Bredin 
Writing Studies 
Jennie Catherine Brouse 
Sociology 
Brady Lincoln Brown 
Political Science 
Daryl Brown, Jr 
Communication 
Joshua Rohert Bruns 
Sociology 
Gregory Dean Bullock * 
History 
Andrew D Buntrock 
Writing Studies 
Amanda Brook Burfiend * * * t 
English 
Shaun P Bush 
Communication 
John Martin Callahan 
English 
Chelsea Michelle Cansino 
Communication 
Jordan Brook Carlson *** 
Hispanic Studies 
Hannah Bergan Carr 
Communication 
Annalesta Rose Carter ** 
History 
William Ennen Casserly 
Communication 
Criminology 
Sociology 
Molly McMahon Cherro 
Criminology 
Melissa Joy Chesky 
Criminology 
Andrew Chirpich 
Environment & Sustainability 
Jennifer Anne Chladek 
International Studies 
CodyJ Christensen 
Geography 
Katherine Joseph Claffey 
Criminology 
Charles Pinnell Cochrane 
Urban & Regional Studies 
Samuel Pinnell Cochrane 
History 
Jessica Anne Cohen 
Writing Studies 
Kristen Erin Connors 
Criminology 
Alexander Charles Cook-Shannon 
Criminology 
James Henry Cornish * * t 
Political Science 
Britni Lynn Cramsie 
English 
Alexander L Culp 
Writing Studies 
Ronald S Custer 
Criminology 
Michael C Danahar ** 
History 
Martha Beatrice Davis 
Political Science 
Jessica A Decker 
Communication 
Christopher D Decker II 
Anthropology 
Andrea M Deitz 
History 
Neshsary Rivera Del Valle 
Sociology 
Too Deng 
Chinese Area Studies 
Daniel Joseph Desorey 
Environment & Sustainability 
Ahhy Lynn DeValkenaere ** 
Criminology 
Vanessa DeWalt 
Criminology 
Elise Marie Diesslin * 
Political Science 
Taylor Erich Doherty 
Geography 
William Rohert DonCarlos 
Environment & Sustainability 
Rachael Ann Dorn 
Criminology 
Cassie Nicole Drake 
Criminology 
Analise Dressen 
Criminology 
Courtney Jo DriscoU * * t 
Criminology 
Hispanic Studies 
Ge-Waden Dunkley 
American Indian Studies 
Michael Aaron Duvall 
Philosophy 
Matthew John Ehel 
International Studies 
Political Science 
Savanna Elizaheth EUena 
Communication 
Hispanic Studies 
Sonya V EngvaU 
Criminology 
Colin Timothy Erickson 
Environment 8c Sustainability 
Rupa Sundhea Erie 
International Studies 
Brett Kiley Ervin 
Communication 
Nicole Lynn Faeciotto * 
Communication 
Sociology 
Taylor Ruth Fairhrother 
Communication 
Jiaxun Fan *** 
Writing Studies 
Yixin Fan 
Communication 
Kyle A Farris *** 
Writing Studies 
Benjamin Jacoh Fazendin 
Environment 8c Sustainability 
Ashley Ferguson 
Women's Studies 
Amanda Maria Fernandez 
Criminology 
Alexandria L Fischer 
Anthropology 
Aunyeja Octrese Flippin 
Criminology 
Travis Flom 
Communication 
Maximilian Joseph Florestano 
Communication 
Corey Rowan Ford 
History 
Philosophy 
Brett Paul Frahm 
Environment 8c Sustainability 
Geographic Information Science 
Sarah Friedli 
Communication 
Daniel James Gala 
Communication 
Alexander William Gartz 
Communication 
Samuel Henry Giehner 
Geography 
Urban 8c Regional Studies 
Nicholas B Glaser 
History 
Beau Irving Goff 
Communication 
Jennifer Nicole Goodew *** 
Criminology 
Luke Andrew O'Connor Goossens' 
Political Science 
Taylor J Grant 
Communication 
Matthew Graven 
Anthropology 
Holly Alfine Grissman 
Communication 
University Honors 
Nathan B Grotte * 
History 
Tristan L Grovender 
Communication 
Jake Louis Gruher 
Environment 8c Sustainability 
Russell Hahermann *** 
Urban 8c Regional Studies 
University Honors 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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Elizabeth MHafstad"! Daniel Todd Hoffman Michaela L Kempf Jillian Marie Larson 
Hispanic Studies Sociology International Studies Communication 
Jesse M Hage Tyler RHoge Lucas P Kennedy Tony Marchetti Ledin 
Criminology Communication English Anthropology 
Auhreyjayne Hagen **'t Abigail Hohmann Heather Khammavongsa * Anna Marie Lee ***t 
Hispanic Studies English Criminology Environment 8c Sustainability 
International Studies Casey Jane Holmstrom Stephanie A Kigin Zachary Garret Leihel 
University Honors Political Science History Communication 
Graham Vincent Hakala Cody James Horton Philosophy LyndsayAnn Leingangt 
Writing Studies History Bjorn Erie Killerud Environment 8c Sustainability 
William Hale Political Science Anthropology Samantha Marie Lepak * 
Communication Donna Marie House Dayae Kim English 
Political Science Criminology Communication Ryan Scott Leverington 
Jaclyn Hallgren Kayla NoelleHuck Yu Rim Kim*** Criminology 
Communication History Communication John Thomas Lewin 
Logan M Halliday Jenna M lUikainen Veronica Jane Kingbird Criminology 
English Communication American Indian Studies Sam MacKenzie Lidenherg 
Joseph Rogers Hannaman Heather M Isaacs Shannon Elaine Kinley ** Environment 8c Sustainability 
Criminology International Studies Hispanic Studies Rose Ellina Lindquist 
Kiera L Hannula Maria K Isola Writing Studies Political Science 
German Studies Criminology Kayla Anne Kluge Ahhy Louise Loeffler * * t 
Brian Haptonstahl Haptonstahl ** Brilynn Ann Janckila International Studies Political Science 
English Writing Studies Kelli Lynn Klun Jacoh William Losen 
Joseph Tague Harding Erin A Jennings Communication Communication 
Criminology Sociology Anton A Knack Conner Lundeen 
Katrina M Harpster Bryan T Jensen Criminology Environment 8c Sustainability 
Communication Philosophy Alexis V Knigge Zachary C Lunderherg 
Rohert Edward Harter Nicholas James Harold Jensen Communication Writing Studies 
Political Science History Daniel Jeffrey Knight Isahelle Anne Lundstrom 
Danielle L Hartzler University Honors Anthropology Hispanic Studies 
Anthropology Taylor Ellen Jensen Scott Rohert Knutson Joshua L Maher 
Alicia Marie Hayes Communication Environment 8c Sustainability Communication 
Cultural Entrepreneurship Writing Studies Tanner Mackenzie Koetter Shelby Marie Malcolm 
Hispanic Studies Anton GJirik* Environment 8c Sustainability English 
University Honors Sociology Conner M Kolherg Jonathan August Marchiori 
Ava Wolfe Heinrich Aaron Johnson Communication Criminology 
Communication Communication German Studies Joseph Gregory Marek ** 
Anna Marie Heisler Britney A Johnson Madison MieheUe KoUs Political Science 
English History Communication Kelsey Louise Marier 
Allison Olivia Heitmiller Derik James Johnson Karla Rose Korhel Writing Studies 
International Studies Communication English Kristy Michelle Marshall 
Megan Holly Helherg Jacoh W Johnson Nicole Q_Korstad Communication 
Criminology Geographic Information Science Criminology Katelyn Ann McBride 
Mark Alton Helgeson Julia Marie Johnson Travis L Kostreha Hispanic Studies 
Criminology Criminology Criminology Carly Marie MeCahe 
Courtney Catherine Henderson Matthew Lee Johnson Alexander Samuel Kovala Communication 
Criminology Criminology History TaitJMcCahe 
Jack L Hendrix Megan Elizaheth Johnson Judd L Kranz Anthropology 
Geographic Information Science Hispanic Studies Geography Bryan Rohert McCord 
Chelsea Jeanne Hennen Zoey Melina Johnson * Vincent Louis Kraus Political Science 
Communication History Communication Madeline Rue McDonald * 
Che N Her JoElle Murphy Johnsrud Kayla Marie Krause Philosophy 
Criminology Writing Studies Communication Tami Lynn McDonald t 
Laura M Hessel Jonathan WiUiam Jones Megan V Kuelhs Geographic Information Science 
Criminology Anthropology Political Science Geography 
Kristin Kay Hetrick * Graham Matthew Jorgenson Hilary Dyeanne Kugland Kerwin McKay 
Women's Studies Criminology Communication Criminology 
ZoeMHickel Jannel Montejo Juganaru t Julian Alexander Kycia Tyler Patricia Mae McMillan 
Communication Anthropology Philosophy Communication 
Vanessa Marie High Hispanic Studies Rehekah P Kyes Jenna McParland 
Philosophy Arne E Kallas Communication Communication 
Heather Lynn Hinkel * Geographic Information Science Joseph Lahernik '* 
Anthropology Geography English * Denotes cum laude 
History Arthur Lawrence Kane IV Alexa Elizaheth Lamontagne ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Nicholas Richard Hiraeheta Criminology English 
Philosophy Devon Karhowski John Richard Lang, Jr *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Mckenna Elizaheth Hohhs Writing Studies Geography t Denotes departmental honors 
Sociology Michael Steven Kedrowski 
Urban 8c Regional Studies 
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Kaytlynn Ann Menke Colette Frances Olson Daniel James Ryan Kayla Catherine Skwor 
Anthropology Communication Philosophy Communication 
Kathryn Claire Mensing ** James A Olson Meghan Elizabeth Safstrom Gregory James Sminesvik 
Women's Studies Geographic Information Science History Geographic Information Science 
Katarina Rose Menze Geography Samuel Joseph Salwei Aaron James Smith 
English Zachary S Olson Communication Communication 
Catherine Marie Messman Communication Brianna May Samsa Jennifer Smith f 
History Kelsey Anne Oprean Communication Hispanic Studies 
Anthony J Miller International Studies Andrea L Samuelson Dustin Soderman 
rollfiPiil Snpnop 
i . l _ / l i LlX-ZLl xj X - i \ - l l \ - i ^ 
Casev T O'Siillivan Geopranhic Information Science 
V-J \^XJ tLX tX W X XXX, A11AX,/A111ALLAI-711 XA\-A\-11\-X-
Communication 
Ashley Rose Miller Urhan &- Regional Studies Laura Anne Samuelson Shane Sohnger 
Women's Studies Kyle Jordan Oswald Communication Political Science 
Reef Ali Mohsenian Criminology Rachel Katherine Samuelson Jason Patrick Sorenson 
( riminolotTV V—'1111111 ii_'ii_'tc y Daniel Tav Ott 
A-A AlAAA-A 1 a y V-AAA 
Envlish 
A—-J l l lAAOl J 
Environment 6c Sustainability 
Miranda Kay Montez **t Communication Ryan J Sancartier Victoria L Spohnholtz 
International Studies Patricia Melody Oyaas *t Political Science English 
to Rolitieal Science 
X \jXlXl<,t\X k_lV-ll-ll\w,V 
Political Science 
A X_/A1 LAV-IAA i—' \-A\-1 LA-X-
Trista Lvnn Sarago * 
AAA^A-AA AjyAAAl fx 
Madeline Elise Spott 
IJniversitv Honors 
v_/ iiivv-ioiiy A xxjxixju 
Amanda Paluheskie ** 
X AAAA&AAAAD. A OA lA lA (3 AAA A-
Criminolop'V 
Xw-x xxx xxx xxxxx/ txy 
Communication 
Anthony Joseph Moore Criminology Erika Yasmeen Sasseville Michael Melvin Steinhorn 
Anthronolopv 
J A l l 1111 *_/Li\_iivy ti y 
Anthonv lohn Peluf 
X AAAAAAAAAAy tAAAAAA A WAUA 
Political Science Economics 
Konstantinos Dimitri Moore-Kentros Communication Nicole Marie Sawatzlty Alyssa M Sterle 
Criminolop'V 
1—'1 iiiiiiii/iiztiy 
Katie Cvnthia Pelzer German Studies Communication 
TvterThomas IVIornhew 
AyAWA AAAIAAAIU;? A T A U A L/A A V-Y Y 
Communication 
A_-XA1111 l lUl l lX-UAAAAXl 
History Emily Rose Stevens 
Sociolop'v 
i-/XJX,lxJ±\X iO V 
Noah T Penn 
A AAAAAiA 1 A A-AAIA 
Autumn Joye Sawyer ** Criminology 
Blake W i^nston Mosel 
AAAaAVA- w r IXXJXXfKA AZAAACTWA 
Communication 
A_- W X XXX X XKXX XX\,XXXXXX X X 
Criminology Stephanie K Stine 
W^riting Studies Nathan Alan Petersen Levi T Schatz Communication 
Kathrvn Alison Muller 
A AULA A A f XX X AA ACT AAA A A r AUAAA-A 
Sociology Communication Stuart Cooper Strange 
International Studies Drake DuWayne Peterson Jeremy Lee Schendel Communication 
Ashlev D Murrell f 
A AiJAAAA'T A-^ A'AVAAAA-AA | 
Political Science W^riting Studies Jared A Strom 
Hisnanic Studies 
A A A C I l l U I I l l - XX XXX\XX\,., 
Samuel Plummer Jay Brudwick Schlichte International Studies 
Michael Aaron Muzzv 
A ' AAA-A AMA-A A AAAA AAA A AY A AAA-Ai y 
Political Science Urhan Regional Studies Josie A Strom ***t 
Political Science Seth A Plummer Breanna Nicole Schmitt ** English 
Andrew Kenneth Nelson Criminology Communication International Studies 
History Sara Kelley Posluszny Mark James Schmitz Samuel Carter Strom * 
Dylan Blaine Nelson Anthropology Communication W^riting Studies 
. x x x x . x ^ xxxxxxxxx,x. 
Anthropology Satya Putumbaka Eleanor Stewart Schoheld Timothy A Struwve 
h m i l IP f ifapp [\Iplsmi Fnflish Communication 
WXliXXXXXlXXX-lA LAW 11 
Environment 6c Sustainability 
Communication Peter F Ravinski Jacob Royce Schornak Patrick D Student 
Jocelyn Nelson Environment 6c Sustainability Writing Studies Communication 
Communication Tyler Bernard Regenscheid Amy Marie Schramm Anthony L Summers 
Rachel Jane Nelson Criminology Communication History 
Communication 
V_-H1 l l l i i U i l J l - t l l l V l l l 
Sheridan Marie Reiners 
AAV-A AAA AAA A AZAAAAAV- AAA-AAAA-A 13 
Amanda Mlarie Schreifels 
X AAAAAA.A1VA.AA AYAAAAAV- X_X V-A AA V-AA V-A*3 
Joshua Scott Sundgaard ** 
Kabamba Ngoyi f Communication English Criminology 
to-' French Studies Megan Joanne Rekowski Samuel David Schroeder Brandi Lois Swanson 
Gary Daniel Nieman English Communication Anthropology 
Political Science 
A XXXlXXX'tXX 1,71-11-111-1-
Samuel Tames Otto Renk f 
lL.7 AAAAA AAA-A A AAAl AV-13 A-^LAAA AAA-AAAA | 
loshua D Schuder 
1 X_. -1 • • X* AV A-^ X_Y V-AA VAVAVA 
Olivia Jeanine Taylor-Washek 
Zachary P Nipper Hispanic Studies International Studies Hispanic Studies 
Criminology Chelsea Nicole Retzer Writing Studies Writing Studies 
to Anna lona Norcutt-Preuss * Communication Kathryn K Scislow * * * i ' Kathy Jean Thompson 
Communication 
V _ - l A l l l l l i l l i l l l - d l l l A l l 
Sarah L Reuter * 
k-AAAAAAAA X J AAV-AAA,V-A 
Hispanic Studies English 
International Studies Criminology Ashley Nicole Settimi Lacey Lynn Thompson 
Daniel R Norp^ ard 
A_^(AAAAA-A AA 1 zAAAA^AAAAA 
Leah F Rodfrers 
A./V-AAAA A A AAAAAtA-A 
Communication Communication 
Philosophy Writing Studies David Lloyd Sewich Samantha A Thrun 
Fmilv Anne Norkol **"!" 
AJAAAAA* J AA AAAA- A A AAA AVIAA ^ 
Lucas H Rohr 
A_7AAV,CA,f3 A A AAAAAAA 
Communication Communication 
French Studies 
A A l - i l l - 1 1 A-ILUlAll-O 
Environment 6c Sustainability Kirsten Anna Shotley Nicholas A Thunstrom 
Samuel Forry Northrup Amanda Joy Roll Communication Criminology 
EnHish 
A-A1111A AO 11 
American Indian Studies 
X XXXX\,l x\,ixx X xxx\xxtxxx XX XXXKXXX^XX 
Maja H Shryer * Mackenzie Marie Timm 
Brenda Elizabeth Oaxaca Criminology Communication Writing Studies 
Criminology Amanda J Roof* Philosophy Michael Timm 
Christopher Rohert O'Brien Communication Alison E Sielaff German Studies 
Political Science Morgan L Rose English History 
Charles P O'Donnell American Indian Studies Austin James Sikorski 
Criminology International Studies Environment 6c Sustainability * Denotes cum laude 
Abisola Esther Ogunkanbi Kurtis Jonathan Rosebrock Schuchard Zachary Matthew Simones ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Communication Criminology International Studies 
Kyle G Olaughlin Jacob Stephen Roskoski Jordan C Simpson *** Denotes summa cum laude 
German Studies Criminology Communication t Denotes departmental honors 
-Andrew Christian Olek Brenna Stahl Rothmeier Cody Donald Sinn 
Criminology Communication English 
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Samantha KatharinaToivonen t Amanda Jo Vogel Johanna Mackenzie Wendorlt Geneva Marie Wychor 
German Studies Criminology Hispanic Studies Women's Studies 
Andrew Vincent Tran Kelsi Nicole Vos Alexander Chan Wenner Gia Xiong 
Criminology Communication Communication International Studies 
Philosophy Cindy Payengcha Vu ITAA A T-v A I T T A 1 Blake Douglas Westlund Paja Salina Xiong 
Laura tlizabeth Irudell Writing Studies Communication Communication 
Sociology Evan M Wagner*! Lauren Nicole Wheeler May Ee Yang 
Katherine M Tusha '* Environment & Sustainability Communication Environment 6c Sustainability 
Political Science Paige Vanessa Walter Jace Whitcomh VaYang 
University Honors Communication Criminology International Studies 
Carl James Van Cleve Deanna F Wangler Ryan Taylor Whitney Danielle Nicole Yohnke 
Communication rt • • 1 Urimmology Lnvironment oc sustain ability Communication 
Valerian A Varghese Andrew M Wappes Teresa Rae Whittet 
Communication Criminology English BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Marissa A Varney Joshua Rohert Weaver Hannah S Wiberg 
Communication 
Kyle Donald Vickery 
Geographic Information Science 
Buo-Yuan Wee 
Writing Studies 
Amber Michelle Wissen 
John Alan Brethauer*** 
Linguistics 
Kevin Allen Swanberg 
Linguistics 
Communication 
Criminology 
Sociology 
Bridget A Weiers 
English 
Joseph Ryan Witz 
English Criminology 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Joshua Hamilton, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Katherine E Alexander 
Biology 
Craig Earl Barnaal 
Biology 
Shayne A Benjamin 
Geological Sciences 
Kelcey Anne Biglow 
Biology 
Matthew S Blount 
Biochemistry 
Valerie Joan Bruner * * t 
Chemistry 
Shelhy Lynn Curry 
Biology 
Zachary J Dahlin 
Chemistry 
MatthewJ Detjen 
Biology 
Andrew Doig 
Biology 
Joseph Gerald Foxley 
Biochemistry 
Corey Timothy Geehan 
Chemistry 
Alicha L Greenlee 
Biology 
Jake Louis Gruher 
Geological Sciences 
Cassidy Marie Hallaway 
Biology 
Jason Thomas Holt 
Biochemistry 
Mohamud Kodah 
Chemistry 
Anthony William Loch 
Biology 
Ryan Patrick Lumen 
Biology 
Brett Gerrard Macleod 
Chemistry 
Madeline Rue McDonald 
Biochemistry 
Josh Jeffrey Meyer 
Biology 
Chelsea Elizaheth Mieheals 
Biology 
Christopher Frank Miehlisch 
Biology 
MatthewJ Moherg 
Biochemistry 
Christine Elizaheth Nyherg 
Biology 
Jonathan William Opacich 
Chemistry 
EUaJ Pelfrey 
Geological Sciences 
Claire Suzanne Perkins 
Biology 
Alan Wiherg Peterson 
Biology 
Tanner David Roherts 
Biochemistry 
Phillip KRutz 
Biology 
Joseph Wayne Saha 
Biology 
Andrew P Sahir 
Biology 
Stephanie E Schramel * t 
Chemistry 
Sara Jean Schutte 
Biology 
Haitao Shang ** 
Physics 
Melissa Mae Tekippe 
Biology 
Cody J Thorpe* 
Biology 
Megan M Torgerson 
Biology 
Brett Alan Tyson 
Biology 
Jordan J Vargas 
Geological Sciences 
Stefani Michelle Wauzynski 
Chemistry 
Paige Morgan Weiland 
Biology 
Shane A Wilson 
Chemistry 
Louis Wimmer ** 
Biochemistry 
Clayton Louis Zervas 
Geological Sciences 
Xinsheng Zhang * 
Physics 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Amy M Aarsvold 
Statistics &. Actuarial Science 
Srilalitha Akurati 
Cell & Molecular Biology 
Megan Renee Anderson 
Computer Information Systems 
Sarah Lindsey Anderson * * * t 
Statistics & Actuarial Science 
Kyle Anorve-Andress 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Biology 
Kevin M Antonich * 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Jessica Marie Antonovich 
Biology 
Alexander D Apter 
Computer Information Systems 
Amy Lucille Arcand 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Anne Christina Aronson 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Matthew Frank Arthur * * * t 
Mathematics 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Maren J Bakke 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Baredu Legesse Bakuto 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Edward John Barron,Jr 
Biology 
Gerrit James Bass 
Geological Sciences 
Matthew G Beaulieu 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 
Paavo I Bennett 
Computer Science 
Courtney Erin Bernard 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
TJ Bernard 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Brandon James Berry ** 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Cody Alexander Bigot 
Biology 
Kenneth Edward Bitzer 
Geological Sciences 
Andrew Michael Bjorklund 
Chemistry 
Tanner Stuart Blesener 
Chemistry 
Eric Boggs 
Computer Science 
Tashina J Bolen 
Brittany Nicole Boughner 
Biology 
Christopher Michael Braeger 
Environmental Science 
Alisa Brakic 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
John Alan Brethauer * * * t 
Physics 
Phillip T Brown 
— Chemistry 
Valerie Joan Bruner ** 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Sarah Ann Burge 
Biology 
Patrick E Carlson 
Biology 
Thomas Charles Carlson 
Biology 
Samuel T Casey 
Biology 
Samuel David Chihak 
Computer Science 
Amy Cimperman 
Biology 
Bryon David Colhy 
Computer Science 
Ashley SheUy-Ann Collins 
Biology 
Charles Conkel 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Lindsey Marie Cornelius 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Bridget A Coughlin 
Computer Science 
ZacharyJ Dahlin 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Kayla Jean Dammann 
Mathematics 
Ashley M Davis 
Biology 
Lucas Benjamin Dean 
Mathematics 
Emilia Rae Dellacecca 
Biology 
Ian A Dickhansen 
Geological Sciences 
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Biology 
David Djuric 
Computer Science 
Connor John Doede 
Environmental Science 
Kelhy Donnay 
Chemistry 
Nicholas D Dougherty 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Cole C DuBose 
Biology 
Chase Mason Dunhar 
Computer Science 
Carl Timothy Dushahek 
Environmental Science 
Rohert Thomas Eisenrich t 
Geological Sciences 
Samantha Jean Ekman 
Biology 
Amanda Christine Elder 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
William O Elliott 
Biology 
Jaron Michael Faher 
Biology 
Frank Farleo 
Biology 
Benjamin Jacoh Fazendin 
Biology 
Tyler M Feldhege 
Computer Science 
Kyle P Fink 
Computer Science 
Tyler Griffin Floden * t 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Andrew Thomas Florestano 
Biology 
Heather C Foss 
Biology 
Marisohn L Frank 
Biology 
Kyle Gene Freese 
Computer Information Systems 
Brittany Joy Friday 
Biology 
Casie Lee Frischmon 
Biology 
Jonathan M Fuchs 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Chemistry 
Ryan Marc Fuerstenherg 
Computer Information Systems 
Andrea Marie Gadacz 
Geological Sciences 
Daniel James Gala 
Mathematics 
Alyssa Kathi Gatlin * 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Lance Marshall Gauer 
Biology 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Corey Timothy Geehan MichaelJ Hitz Sarah Rae Kriel Elizaheth Rose Madole 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Biology Biology 
Alex Gerald Gelle" Marshall L Hoffie Luke Allan Kroska Corinne Kay Maki*** 
Statistics & Actuarial Science Biology Computer Science Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Stephanie H GeUer ** Eric Edward Hoffman Spencer Lee Kruggel Michael Geno Marcaccini 
Biology Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology Biomedical Sciences 
Larissa Brooke Giehner Samantha Fohhe Hollencamp Mitchell Allen Kruse Michael Patrick Marsh 
Biology Biology Environmental Science Geological Sciences 
Samantha Jo Gilhert Kaitlyn Marie Hook Derek Jon Krzenski * Andrew Paul Martinez 
Cell & Molecular Biology Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Mathematics Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Shane Field Gilman Chenxiao Hu t Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Shauna Maurer 
Cell & Molecular Biology Mathematics Alyssa Kathryn Kujawa Biology 
University Honors Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Biology Galen Matthew Maxim 
Charles T Goldsworthy Kevin Hughes '*t Julian Alexander Kycia Computer Science 
Computer Information Systems Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Biology Derek Joseph Mayer 
Matthew Samuel Gordon Chemistry JiU Marie LaBine ** Computer Science 
Biology University Honors Cell 8c Molecular Biology Taia H McCoUey 
KarinAGore Danielle Marie-Lynne Huse Lauren L Lahr * Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Mathematics Cell 8c Molecular Biology Jon Roger McDannold 
William Groskreutz IV Emily Anne Jallen Samantha Jo Lanners Environmental Science 
Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology Mathematics Julianna Elizaheth McDonneU ** 
Joseph Leo Grupa Taylor R Jean Andrea Lapp Geological Sciences 
Biology Cell 8c Molecular Biology Biology John J Mcleod 
Nicholas James Hack BryanTJensen Alexie Larson ** Biology 
Biology Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Biology Logan Todd McLouth 
Mathematics Kasey DanieUe Joh Zachary Stuart Larson Geological Sciences 
Marisa M Hacker Biology Biology Anthony Thomas Meger 
Biology Luke Antoine Johansen * Roh S Lasch Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Cassidy Marie Hallaway Computer Science Mathematics Tony Rohert Mengelkoch 
Mathematics Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Computer Science 
Michael D Hailing Andrew J Juelich Nicholas A Lashinski Erin Marie Messer 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Environmental Science Computer Information Systems Biology 
Andra Elizaheth Haltinner Ashley Kangas * Michael D Laudenhach Amher Nicole Michels 
Biology Biology Mathematics Geological Sciences 
Gregory M Hanes University Honors Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Shay T Mieczkowski *** 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Nathan G Karp **t Alex Michael Lawrence **t Biology 
Adrian Rohert Hanson Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Jessica E Miller 
Biology Chemistry DustynJLefF Chemistry 
Graham Hanson Mathew Paul Kayser ***t Biology Lise Marie Miller 
Biology Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Andrew Patrick-Hugo Leider Biology 
Jerry Blake Hanson Chemistry Biology Paula L Miller 
Computer Information Systems Jacoh David Keller Nathan A Lentsch ***t Biology 
Matthew R Hanson Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Geological Sciences Marisa A MitcheU 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Biology Hannah Jeanne Leopold Biology 
Emily A Harder Jamie Lynn Kenyon Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Steven Paul MitcheU 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Charles S Litecky Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Brandyn Tyler Hardt Kristina Khalimendik Biomedical Sciences Mehdi M Mohsenian 
Computer Science Biology Christopher Little Computer Science 
Jefferyjohn Harrison Valerie Patroni Killam * Biology Dante Gahriel Moroni 
Geological Sciences Cell 8c Molecular Biology Shane Matthew Loeffler t Biology 
Danielle L Hartzler Scott William Kishel Geological Sciences Brad Scott Most 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Mathematics Mingyao Lu Computer Science 
Ramsey W Hass Aaron Dale Knowlton t Biology Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Biology Geological Sciences RyanJ Lueck Nicholas Motzko 
Simon L Haynes Carsten N F Knutsen Biology Biology 
Mathematics Biology Trevor Jeffrey Lueders Andrea Marie Moulton 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Mohamud Kodah Environmental Science Biology 
Teresa Y Heck Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology EricaALueth Spencer Patrick Murphy 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Haley L Koehn Chemistry Biology 
University Honors Cell 8c Molecular Biology Matthew Rohert Lundherg 
Maxwell S Helmherger *** Joshua Alan KoU Geological Sciences 
Biology Computer Information Systems Lukas Lundgren 
Taylor Kay Hendricks EmilyJ Kolodge Biology * Denotes cum laude 
Biomedical Sciences Environmental Science KeUy Kristine Lusk ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Joshua Corey Hilthrand ***t Nicholas Jay Kosen Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Physics Applied Physics Brett Gerrard Macleod *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Aaron Dale Hintsala Nate Kotter *** Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology t Denotes departmental honors 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Biology Peter Donald Maddaus 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
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SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Ashley u Murrell Joseph Michael Pearson Jesse Jerome Schmieg * * * t David Kenneth Strausser 
Mathematics ZZ < I C • 
Geological Sciences Computer Science Computer Science 
C z . " z." Q» A z„ *,z1 C ~' 
Statistics oc Actuarial Science 
Kelsea N Pearson Mathematics A 1 1 " A T C z 
Allison M Strey Elena trye NaHarro i"* 11 O A A 1 1 TJ - 1 Cell 8c Molecular Biology University Honors Biology 
Cell &. Molecular Biology I C 11 T I J z 
Kelly Lynn Peterson 
T I T l 7 ¥ ' 1 1 £ V 1 11* 
Jared Michael bchmoliing 
Erica Joy Strom t 
TV T ¥ ^ 1 - 1 z l TV.T 1 * 
Mary Elizabeth Nelson 
C z z- z- Qr A z • 1 C • 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
z—, 11 (V A T 1 1 TV • 1 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Environmental Science 
Statistics & Actuarial Science Kyle Peterson Katelyn Lane Schneider * Jeremiah Strong 
Megan E Nelson Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Computer Information Systems 
T-\ I z - r> TV 1" 1 1 TV ' 1 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology Nick L Peterson ** Justine M Schramel * * t Katelyn M Supinski 
Stephany Rae Nelson Mathematics TV - 1 O A if 1 1 TV - 1 Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Biology 
Chemistry / - J z A 1 J 1 . - 1 1 * 
Grant A Phillips 
Chemistry Laura Elaine Swahack 
Geological Sciences Z - z C • 
Computer Science University Honors Mathematics 
Nathan Robert Netko Justin Pieper Stephanie E Schramel * Elizabeth Swanson 
Computer Information Systems Computer Science Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Biomedical Sciences 
TV 4 IV iT • "1V.T 1 * 
Megan Mane Neuherg 
T • TJ 1 n i l " Jamie Brooke Polaski Biology r ^ z i 4 4- 1 11 c Ellen Michelle bwanson 
Biomedical Sciences i - ^ i t l O A T I 1 n - 1 
Gell oc Molecular Biology 
University Honors Statistics 6c Actuarial Science 
Dustin Eric Nevonen bamantha Yvonne rrada Devon J Schutz Rachel Swanson 
Chemistry rhysics Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Biology 
TJ • T U M t , 
Brian Ihomas Newberg 
T T V D • 
Jeremy L) rrimus 
Grant R Schwartz *** T A ' I T 1 n n 1 ¥ 
Daniel Joseph lalaricojr 
Mathematics Applied Physics Biology Biology 
Statistics & Actuarial Science Biology TimothyJ Serre Christopher M Tappe 
Penghuan Ni t University Honors Environmental Science TV - 1 ' 11 A T 1 1 TV • 1 Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 
Mathematics Nisa Kay rrior Benjamin Dean Shandley 11 O A 4 1 1 TV • 1 Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Statistics & Actuarial Science TV • 1 Biology Environmental Science Anna Maria Tatarowicz 
T V • 1 I J U z " M - 1 
Daniel Robert Nielsen 
A T _ I / " D—™«1».»za1 
Morgan K rrochaska 
Haitao Shang **t Biology 
Cell & Molecular Biology /~" 11 O A T 1 1 T l - 1 Cell 8c Molecular Biology Geological Sciences Tanya Joy Templer 
Alexander James Niemczyk t Gregory Frederick Puetz Mathematics Biology 
TV- 1 O T V i T I I T l - 1 
Biochemistry oc Molecular Biology 
TJ • z 1 C • 
Environmental Science 
T 1 4 1 1 C ^ Z - I T 
Jacob Allan Shields 
Katelyn Marie Tessier ** 
Mattie Lynn Nieters TJ • A 1 J D 
tvian Alexander Rave 
Biology Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
z—s 1 -1 fi 11 T 1 1 TV ' t 
Cell & Molecular Biology 
TV- 1 • O A T 1 1 T V - 1 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology Charles Callahan Simon University Honors 
University Honors Chemistry Biology Sandy C Than 
Weston N Norris Scott Adam Redig Austin A Smieja Biology 
Physics Z> z C • 
Computer Science Computer Science Vang Pao Thao 
Sara O'Dovrd Samuel James Otto Renk Kelsey A Sodergren Biology 
TV • 1 - n A T 1 1 TV • 1 
Biochemistry oc Molecular Biology 
TV- t O A T 1 1 n - 1 
Biochemistry 6c Molecular Biology Biology Daniel Norwin Ihiel 
Dena Renee Olson Z J I J I I J z 1-
Chadjames Renter t Paul Warren Sunday 
Biology 
Biology TV- 1 O A T 1 1 n - 1 Biochemistry oc Molecular Biology Environmental Science Cassandra RThielen 
¥ TV¥- 1 11 / ' N l J . 
Justine Michelle Olson T 
Chemistry LincolnJ Sorensen Mathematics 
Chemistry T T • • z , T_r 
University Honors Mathematics 
T.7- 1 4 1 1 T l 1 
Kyle Alexander Ihurk 
University Honors NT" U 1 D D • 1 tr 
Nicholas K Kickoit 
Hannah R Sorenson Geological Sciences 
Ihomas E Olson TV- 1 Biology Biology 
4 z * i z nr J i 1 • **4-AlanJacob loczydlowski t 
Environmental Science Karilyn U Komano Jordan L Sorgert T? • z. 1 C • 
Environmental Science 
Matilda Vwairhe Omoru Mathematics Biology TV A4r*ZZ> T-TI 1 • Z Jk Ryan William lodorovich 
Biology ¥.7" 1 ¥ ¥T* ¥¥ z J Kyle J enrey Rotegard Mackenzie Rose Spanier Biology 
Lucas O Neil U" • z- 1 C _ • z „ „ 
Lnvironmentai bcience 
11 O A 4 1 1 TV - 1 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology Samantha KatharinaToivonen TV - 1 ' rj A T 1 1 TV - 1 
Biochemistry oc Molecular Biology Corey Allen Roth Brian R Stangl Biology 
Jonathan William Opacich Computer Science Physics Joseph A Toninato *t 
TV - 1 tj A If 1 1 TV • 1 
Biochemistry OC Molecular Biology Adam Jeffrey Rupp 
4 4 * *11* T ¥ T ' 1 1 f V 
MaiamillianJames Hill Starr Biology 
Gregory Stephen Orange z—1 11 (V A T 1 t TV - i Cell 8c Molecular Biology Biology Mathematics 
Computer Science Jonathan David Rusert Dennis Eugene Staton, Jr University Honors 
Nathan Paul Ose Computer Science Chemistry Nicole Marie Torguson 
Biology Mathematics John Paul Statz Environmental Science 
Elsa Osterherg Jenna Kae Ruzich Biology JakeLTufto 
Biology Biology Rachael A Stauher Mathematics 
Leith Ouanes A 1 TJ 1 . _ z C 1 
Alex Robert Samuelson 
Mathematics Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
A A z U z" 
Mathematics 
Computer Science Miranda Steinmetz t Emily Nicole Vanlonden 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Andrea L Samuelson Biology Geological Sciences 
Rachel C Oveson Mathematics Statistics 8c Actuarial Science David Alan Van Loon * 
Biology T c 1 . r Jason Schater 4 T-A-Z • 1 Z TV * T l • Autumn Ehzaheth Stivers-Biscuso Computer Science 
David John Palmer Computer Science Biology JesseJ Vetsch 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science iveiseyivi ocnencK Z-1 1 • 1 c • z 
Geological Sciences 
Physics 
Erin Christine Pangerl Geological Sciences Michael Paul Stocke 
Biology Katie Christine Schepers Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology * Denotes cum laude 
Danielle Joy Parkin Mathematics Bjorn J Stolhammer ** Denotes magna cum laude 
Environmental Science Statistics 8c Actuarial Science Mathematics 
Brandon B Paulsen Whitney Lee Scherkenhach Statistics 8c Actuarial Science *** Denotes summa cum laude 
Computer Science Biology Ryan StoweU t Denotes departmental honors 
Brent T Pavlovich Computer Science 
Computer Information Systems 
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SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
PaulTVue 
Chemistry 
James MitcheU Walker, Jr 
Computer Science 
WiUiam Andrew Walter 
Biology 
Isaac Clarence Wass **t 
Mathematics 
Marshall Jon Thomas Wedger * 
Biology 
Katherine EWehrs't 
Geological Sciences 
Rachel Marie West 
Biology 
Peter Wey 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 
Taylor Ann White 
Biology 
Andrew Clyde Whiteman 
Biology 
Simon Ross Wilczewski 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Erika Gahrielle Wilson 
Chemistry 
Shane A Wilson 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology 
Kayla Marie Wiltrout ** 
Biomedical Sciences 
Chemistry 
Kristen M Winter 
Biology 
Shoua Esther Yang 
Biology 
Ana Rose Zdechlik* 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology 
Xinsheng Zhang *t 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Zirui Zhao **t 
Mathematics 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science 
Mitchell WiUiam Zuidema 
Chemistry 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING 
Ihidapo Adeghenro 
Kaitlyn Elizaheth AUport 
Michael James Armstrong 
Katherine Mae Ayers 
Matthew L Bergh 
Matthew Mark-John Betlach 
Rehekah Rose Brownson 
Sonja Mayu Burke 
Zhengtao Chen t 
Eric Coletta 
Hannah Leigh Daniel 
Olivia 1 Dawson-Olson t 
Jordan M Denardo 
Benjamin Egelske t 
Jacoh Ray Fort 
Philip James GaUoway 
Jenna Kristine Gesme 
Benjamin R Hammond 
Carley A Haroldson t 
Scott Rohert Hart 
Ted WiUiam Heikkila*"! 
James William Hosey 
Rian James Hutchison 
Dane Jensen *** 
Cody Wade Johnson 
Matthew Wayne Johnson 
Tyler K Johnson 
Christopher Edward Larson *** 
Mark J Laughlin '** 
Muachi Lee 
Breanna Rachelle Lund 
Sean R Mann + 
Alexander D MeixeU 
Martin Moen 
Emily MueUner 
Samuel John Nichols 
Joseph R North 
Ayotunde J Olatunhosun 
Nicholas John Rasmussen 
Kevin M Renneke 
Samuel Michael Rothstein t 
Paulie William Schaus 
Eric S Serantoni 
Andrew B Taverna 
Scott Allan Urhan 
Ryan M Vierstraete 
PhaiVue 
Rohert DWaUant"! 
Nathan CWeUe"! 
Grace Moon Whiteford 
Ryan Taylor Whitney 
Carlos Manuel WoUe 
Clay Louis Zimmerman 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
C I V I L ENGINEERING 
Jonas Fahian Bauer * 
Richard James Baxter 
Curtis W Cammack **t 
Johnathan Thomas Carnine 
Tiffany Jo Chesser 
Erik Daniel Cooper 
Ryan Dagger 
Peter Martin Demshar 
KoryJ Eichhorst 
Mickale L Endres t 
Jacoh Emanuel Erickson 
Ann K Fanger 
Daniel Michael Fasching 
Christopher A Fix 
Gavin Michael Grady 
James Richard Holman 
Christopher L Huynh 
Kevin Michael Jahr 
Kyle C Johnson f 
Samuel Jacoh Johnson 
Kevin A Joyce *t 
Ryan Kelzenherg + 
Rohert J Larsen t 
Ben John Larson 
Scot A Larson t 
Kyle Jerad Lau 
Rohert A Learmont 
JakohDLee"! 
Cody M Lewis 
Andrea R Long Voelkner 
Morgan Loth 
James Kathan Lundequam 
Kevin Andrew Manzke 
Brittany J Meyer-Madges 
Kyle Morhcrg 
Andrew John Muer 
Jack D Nelson 
Mitchell Gregory Nelson + 
Jonathan Gregory Nevala-Plagemann t 
Randall James Nichols 
Samuel John Nigon 
Nathan J Nohnert 
Jared L Olson t 
Mark Onken 
Yining Pan + 
Dylan Charles Peterson 
Donald Wayne PhiUips 
David E Pollock 
Brian David Porter t 
Darren Charles Preiner t 
Jordan Paul Reed t 
Matthew R Ressler 
Andrew Elliott Roherts 
Shannon Mara Russell t 
Brandon Rohert Schmall 
Evan Schnitker 
Iziah Schramm-Miller 
Tyler Michael Seymour 
Joseph S Sternherg 
Joshua Rohert Swanson 
Andrew T Thorstad 
Elliot Steven Troudt t 
Lukas W Wheeler"! 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
E L E C T R I C A L 8 t 
COMPUTER 
ENGINEERING 
Cody Zane Bjornson 
Victoria Diane Bourget *! 
JiadongChen "*! 
Bergur Gudhergsson 
Andrew Gustafson 
Dylan T Scheunemann 
Jerald Thomas, Jr 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
E L E C T R I C A L 
ENGINEERING 
Nathaniel John Anthony 
Austen James Bryan ! 
Kevin Anthony Chan 
Jonathan J. Ciatti! 
John R. Fox 
Grant Gorman 
Matthew Charles Haan 
Marcus Hale ! 
Nick W.Hamilton! 
Jakejacohson 
Michael J. Johnston 
Steven Mathias Ekolajungst 
Sinith Leng 
Shauni Erika Elena Payeur ! 
Joel A. Peterson 
Mark Alexander Rice 
Brian Schminski 
Tyler Mark Stein 
Taylor Myles Sturlaugson 
Patrick R. Trueman 
MaiCheryVue 
Logan T.Walsh *! 
Kayla Wilson 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING 
Kyle Bridell 
Adam L Broderius 
Matthew R Dankers 
James Ervin Hansen 
Nicholas Alan Schroeder *! 
Rachel A Solheid"! 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING 
Ahmed Mohamed Awadh Alhraiki 
Harrison D Anderson 
Karl M Angen ! 
AlecJ Ashton 
Roy O Auvinen 
Ryan P Bailey 
Connor Michael Bakeman 
Tessa Kaileen Bakken 
Bryan Michael Bieniek 
Kyle Bridell 
Adam L Broderius 
Sean Stephen Brown ! 
Phillip Michael Burza 
Tyler Paul Carlson 
Donna Marie Carpenter " 
Ian Scott Corhin 
Dylan KDahlheimer* 
Amy Kristine Dohlin 
Jonathan Karl Dordal 
Micah S Erickson 
Ryan Christopher Erickson 
Seth Paul Erickson 
John-Paul Fonder 
Tyler A Fuerstenherg *! 
Noah Richard Gandrud 
Cody Joel Graupmann 
Adam James Hawkes ! 
Lisa M Hawkins 
Shane S Holmes 
Aaron V Hua 
EUenMIhister*! 
Cody A Johnson 
Colin Michael Johnson 
Joel Alexander Johnson ! 
John Steven Johnson ! 
Bryn Wade Johnston 
Cody Dale Johnston * 
* Denotes cum laude 
** Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
t Denotes departmental honors 
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SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Brian Richard Jungwirth t 
Michael Allen Kankelfitz 
Katryna L Kish 
Maxwell Reese Kraus **t 
Adam Thomas Krych t 
Allan J LaMeret 
Anthony Lewis Landaeta 
Alexis Marie Leisinger 
Tyler Anthony Lenzen *t 
Joseph Lofgren '** 
Jake Harris Luetgers 
Cameron K Marthaler t 
Dylan Mattson **t 
John D Meyer t 
Chad Warren Moen t 
Jerrid David Money t 
Ryan T Money t 
Curtis George Myers t 
Andrew Philip Nelson 
Alexander Nathan Nguyen 
Jayson Noetzelman 
Rylan J O'Brien 
ColtonAOcker! 
Christopher John O'Reilly 
Daniel J Otis 
Travis Charles Pedley 
Rohert Michael Phillips 
Jace Allen Porter 
Joseph Rizzardi 
Ryan Lee Schefers * 
Clark J Schulte 
Benjamin J Scott t 
Stephen D Shaver 
Adam J Shearen 
Eric S Skare 
Jacoh Tanner Solherg 
Taylor D Soli 
Justin Sonsak 
Jared James Stachowski 
Casey John Sundherg 
Emily M Suppes t 
Heather Allyson Tinus 
Wilmarjose SevillaTropezado 
Tylor R Udean 
Jared K Vanvalkenhurg 
IsaakM Waldorf 
Chase RWarnecke*! 
Thomas S Warren 
Bryan Weigelt 
Derek Allen Wente 
Trevor Adam Wilcox t 
Nathan Charles Wise 
Isaac Jacoh Wittinger 
Kameron Michael Young ** 
UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS 
Ryan Goei, 
Associate Professor of Communication, 
University Honors Director 
UNIVERSITY HONORS 
Committed to the liberal arts mission 
of U M D , University Honors provides 
some of our most motivated students the 
opportunity to push themselves academically 
and personally. University Honors students 
graduate by achieving the highest academic 
standards and by engaging deeply in a 
broad array of honors-level academic 
courses, cultural and leadership experiences, 
research and creative expression projects, 
and meaningful work within the Duluth 
community. University Honors students 
commit hundreds of hours of work to expand 
their educational experience. 
Ai.i.isoN J A N E A T H M A N N * 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders, 
University Honors 
J O R D A N C A R L S O N * * * 
Psychology, University Honors 
K A S A N D R A M A R I E C E D E R G R E N * 
Communication Sciences 8c Disorders, 
University Honors 
S H A N E F I E L D G I L M A N 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
H o i EY A L F I N E G R I S S M A N 
Communications, University Honors 
RussEi.i , H A B E R M A N N * * * 
Urban 8c Regional Studies, 
University Honors 
A U B R E Y J A Y N E H A G E N * * * 
International Studies, University Honors 
A L I C I A M A R I E H A Y E S 
Cultural Entrepreneurship, 
University Honors 
T E R E ; S A Y H E C K 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
K E V I N H U G H E S * * 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
M A R Y H U N T 
Exercise Science, University Honors 
NicHoiAS J A M E S H A R O L D J E N S E N 
History, University Honors 
A S H L E Y K A N G A S * 
Biology, University Honors 
C H R I S T O P H E R L A R S O N * * * 
Chemical Engineering, 
University Honors 
B E T H A N Y Jo LAS*** 
Teaching Mathematics, 
University Honors 
S H A U N G R E G O R Y M A T T S O N * * ! 
Marketing, University Honors 
M I R A N D A K A Y M O N T E Z " 
Political Science, 
University Honors 
M A T T I E L Y N N N I E T E R S 
Cell 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
J U S T I N E M I C H E I . I . E O L S O N ! 
Chemistry, University Honors 
P A T R I C I A M E L O D Y O Y A A S ! 
Psychology, University Honors 
J E R E M Y D P R I M U S 
Applied Physics, Biology, University Honors 
C H A D J A M E S R E U T E R 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
G L E N W R I D E O N * * ! 
Psychology, University Honors 
J E S S E J t ; R O M E S C H M I E G ' * * 
Computer Science, 
University Honors 
J U S T I N E M S C H R A M E L * * 
Biochemistry 8c Molecular Biology, 
University Honors 
S T E P H A N I E E S C H R A M E L * 
Biology, University Honors 
E R I C A J O Y S T R O M ! 
Environmental Science, 
University Honors 
K A T E L Y N M A R I E T E S S I E R " 
Statistics 8c Actuarial Science, 
University Honors 
J O S E P H A T O N I N A T O * 
Biology, University Honors 
K A T H E R I N E M T U S H A " 
Political Science, University Honors 
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSION 
Lt Col Karl C. Fischbach, 
Professor of Aerospace Studies 
C O M M I S S I O N AS S E C O N D 
L I E U T E N A N T U N I T E D STATES 
A I R F O R C E 
The following students have met all objectives 
and requirements of the University of 
Minnesota Duluth's Air Force Reserve 
Officer Training Corps ( R O T C ) program 
and will be commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants 
in the United States Air Force immediately 
following commencement. The Air Force 
R O T C program is a four year leadership 
development and training program and is the 
primary commissioning source for the US Air 
Force. 
C O D Y B J O R N S O N 
Electrical Engineering 
Developmental Engineer 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohic 
J A M E S C O R N I S H 
Political Science 
Combat Systems Operator 
Pensacola Naval Air Station, Florida 
A N D R E W G U S T A F S O N 
Chemical Engineering 
Pilot 
Laughlin Air Force Base, Texas 
M I C H A E L H I T Z 
Chemistry 
Pilot 
Vance Air Force Base, Oklahoma 
J O H N J O H N S O N 
Mechanical Engineering 
Pilot 
Laughlin Air Force Base, Texas 
R Y A N L E O N E 
Management Info Systems 
Cyberspace Operations 
Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi 
G R A N T S C H W A R T Z 
Biology 
Pilot 
Columbus Air Force Base, Mississippi 
* Denotes cum laude 
'* Denotes magna cum laude 
*** Denotes summa cum laude 
! Denotes departmental honors 
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COMMENCEMENT OFFICIALS 
T H E U N I V E R S I T Y M A R S H A L S 
A tradition since the early years of the University of 
Minnesota Duluth, the University Marshals are faculty and 
staff" who volunteer to help make graduation ceremonies 
a memorable and enjoyable experience for all students, 
faculty, and guests in attendance. 
LYNN HECmNES, Administrative Director 
College of Education & Human Service Professions 
DAVID MCCARTHY, Professor 
College of Education & Human Service Professions 
MARK HARVEY, Associate Professor, School of Fine Arts 
ROB WITTIG, Assistant Professor, School of Fine Arts 
ERIK REMIX, Assistant Professor, College of Liberal Arts 
SCOTT VADEVMAN, Associate Professor, College of Liberal Arts 
TOM JOHNSON, Regents Professor 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
CAROLYN CROUCH, Professor 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
KIM YiAmER, Assistant Professor 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
SARA P I T T E R L E , Instructor 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
ROGER REINSCH, Professor 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
COLLEGIATE UNIT BANNER CARRIERS 
LABOVITZ SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
JANNIFER DAVID, Associate Professor, UMD Management Studies 
SWENSON COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
DAVID SCHIMPF, Associate Professor, Biology 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICE PROFESSIONS 
KEN CILBERTSON, Associate Professor, Health, Physical Education 
& Recreation 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
GIDEON MAILER, Assistant Professor, History 
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
JENNA SOLEO-SHANKS, Assistant Professor, Theatre 
READERS 
LISA ERWIN, Vice Chancellorfor Student Life & Dean of Students 
CoRBiN SMYTH, Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Life 
MACE BEARER 
STEPHEN CASTLEBERRY, Professor, Marketing, 
Labovitz School of Business I^ Economics 
Morse-Alumni Distinguished Teaching Award 
Honored with the Chancellor's 
Award for Excellence in Teaching 
(page 5). 
MACE BEARER 
DAVID BEARD, Associate Professor, 
Writing Studies, College of Liberal Arts 
i 
km 
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Honored with an Outstanding 
Faculty Advisor Award (page 7). 
David Beard is an Associate Professor 
of rhetoric in the Department of 
Writing Studies. He researches 
the history, theory, and pedagogy 
of rhetoric as an interdisciplinary 
formation. His work develops into 
two strands. The first draws upon 
traditions in composition, speech-
communication and cultural studies 
to articulate the history and the 
theoretical boundaries of "rhetorical 
pedagogy" across written, oral and 
media communication. A second strand of his work rethinks 
audience theory for the 21st century. David draws upon rhetorical 
and communication theories of audience to rethink popular media 
audiences, the role of sound and listening in audience behavior, and 
the payoff for the writing classroom. 
He is published in Journals like the International Journal of 
Listening, Archival Science, Philosophy and Rhetoric (winning 
the Rohrer Award with his co-author, William Keith), Southern 
Journal of Communication, and Enculturation, among other 
venues. Additionally, he has placed essays in What We Are 
Becoming: Developments in Undergraduate Writing Majors 
(USUP), Engaging Audience: Writing in an Age of New Literacies 
( N C T E ) , Coming of Age: The Advanced Writing Curriculum 
(Boynton/Cook) and the S A G E Handbook of Rhetorical Studies. 
With Richard Enos, Beard edited Advances in the History of 
Rhetoric (Parlor Press). 
ACADEMIC A T T I R E 
T H E GOWN: The flowing gown comes from the 12th century, 
evolving from the dress of medieval guilds and the early religious 
orders. Today it is a symbol of democracy of scholarship. It is 
black for all degrees with standard sleeves for the bachelor's degree 
recipient, long, closed sleeves for the master's, and standard or 
round full sleeves for the doctoral degree. For the doctoral degree, 
the front face of the gown has velvet panels and has three chevron 
bars of velvet across the sleeves in black or in the color distinctive 
of the faculty's discipline. 
T H E CAP: The black academic cap is a sign of freedom of 
scholarship and independence worn by all bachelor's and master's 
graduates. The term "mortar-hoard" is derived from the similar, 
four-sided mortar-board used by masons. A clue as to why 
Oxford faculty members chose the square cap is found in the 
1564 poem. "Tis square like scholars and their books: The rest 
are round, but this is square to show that they more stable are." 
Doctoral graduates may wear a velvet tam. 
T H E TASSEL: Colors represent the academic discipline in each 
U M D school or college. 
Labovitz School of Business & Economics 
- drab (subdued orange) or copper 
College of Education & Human Services Professions 
- light blue, grey, gold, citron (yellow-green) or sage 
School of Fine Arts 
- brown, pink or white 
College of Liberal Arts 
- citron (yellow-green), gold, peacock (hlue-green), purple or white 
Swenson College of Science & Engineering 
- gold or orange 
Master's & Doctorates 
- black 
T H E HOOD: Hoods indicate master's and doctoral degrees. The 
front colored hand indicates the academic discipline, while the 
lining of the hood has a maroon chevron on a gold background to 
represent the University of Minnesota colors. University faculty 
members who hold a degree from another college or university 
wear the colors of their own school. The doctoral hood is longer 
than the master's and has a wider velvet band. 
CEREMONIAL OBJECTS 
T H E MACE is carried by the faculty member leading the academic 
procession. It symbolizes leadership and authority. Use of a mace 
dates back to the 12th century when it was carried by kings' 
bodyguards. 
Even in more modern times, the mace has maintained some of its 
ancient function of keeping order. The doorkeeper of the House 
of Representatives has a mace for use in formal House activities. 
The mace carried in UMD's commencement procession has a 
glass sphere topped by the North Star; a symbol of the state of 
Minnesota. It also has a seal of the University set in the handle. 
T H E SEAL was adopted by the Board of Regents in 1939 as the 
corporate seal of the University of Minnesota. The Latin motto. 
Omnibus artibus commune vinculum, means "a common bond for 
all the arts." The lamp represents the metaphysical sciences, the 
telescope represents the physical sciences, the plow represents the 
industrial arts and the palette and brushes represent the fine arts. 
T H E UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA FLAG depicts the Seal of the 
Regents of the University of Minnesota. 
STUDENT HONOR MEDALLIONS 
HONOR MEDALLIONS are worn by candidates for the bachelor's degree who are in the top 15% of the graduating class within their school 
or college. 
TOP 3% (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) TOP 5% (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) TOP 7% (CUM LAUDE) 
For the purpose of the commencement program, honors are based upon the U M D grade point average at the end of the previously 
completed term. Honors will he conferred as indicated on those listed and others who meet final graduation requirements. 
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HONOR CORDS & STOLES 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA - International Honor Society; 
blue & gold cords 
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS - gold cord 
OMICRON DELTA EPSILON - International Honor 
Society; blue & gold cords 
P H I ALPHA THETA - National History Honor Society; 
scarlet & grey cords 
• SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT -
white, baby blue & dark blue cords 
• TAU BETA P I - National Engineering Honor Society; 
white stole with an orange "bent" on the front, the 
symbol of the society 
• UNIVERSITY HONORS - twisted gold and maroon cord 
N o N - A c A D E M i c RECOGNITION 
MULTICULTURAL SYMBOLS 
American Indian students graduating today may wear 
any of several pieces of traditional American Indian 
regalia including an eagle feather, which is considered 
sacred and represents honesty, truth, courage and 
wisdom; headwork representing their tribal, clan or 
individual cultural designs; or traditional clothing and 
regalia. Some may wear a yellow, black, white and red 
sash that represents many things including, hut not 
limited to: the four races, four directions, four stages of 
life, four seasons and the four sacred plants. 
A s part of their cultural heritage, some graduates may 
he wearing woven cloths with patterns and design, 
such as a Kente Cloth, representing their ethnicity or 
customs. 
Latino, Asian, African American, International and 
G L B T students wear a stole with multiple colors. The 
stole has a black background, red, gold & green stripes, 
and letters and symbols in gold. The Ashanti Stole 
symbol represents royalty, the diamond (neck area) 
represents wealth and riches and the key represents the 
key of success. "Class of 2015" is woven on both sides. 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 8c Transgender identified 
students may wear a rainbow colored tassel on their 
mortar board. 
FOND DU LAC RESERVATION M A - I I N - G A N SINGERS 
Drummers and singers from the Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa wi l l perform an honor song featuring a 
traditional Ojibwe drum from the Fond du Lac Band. The singers are led by Mike Munnel, U M D ' s first American Indian 
Studies graduate. The group performs at dozens of events in the upper Midwest each year and is often featured at U M D 
events. This drum is one of the first in Minnesota to welcome women singers to sing with the male singers at the drum. This 
honor song offers sincere thanks and acknowledgment of accomplishments. 
U M D SYMPHONIC WIND ENSEMBLE 
The Symphonic W i n d Ensemble is a select unit of approximately 50 music and non-music majors and is one of the premier 
ensembles in the U M D Department of Music. The ensemble regularly performs new compositions for the wind band 
medium and programs the most outstanding literature currently available. The group tours frequently and has appeared at 
the Minnesota Music Educators Association Conference and the College Band Directors National Association National 
Conference. Besides taking regional tours, the Symphonic W i n d Ensemble has also toured internationally in Brazil . Recent 
guest conductors and clinicians have included: Frank Tichel i , E r i c Whitacre, David Gillingham, John Mackey, and Dario 
Sotelo. 
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T H E NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light. 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming. 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thru' the perilous fight. 
O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air. 
Gave proof thru' the night that our flag was still there. 
Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
HAIL! MINNESOTA 
Minnesota, Hail to thee! 
Hail to thee, our College dear! 
Thy light shall ever he 
A beacon bright and clear; 
Thy sons and daughters true 
Will proclaim thee near and far; 
They wiil guard thy fame 
And adore thy name; 
Thou shalt he their Northern Star. 
Like the stream that bends to sea, 
Like the pine that seeks the hiue! 
Minnesota, stifl for thee 
Sons and daughters strong and true; 
From thy woods and waters fair 
From thy prairies waving far, 
At thy call they throng 
With their shout and song. 
Hailing thee their Northern Star. 
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OUR MISSION: 
The University of Minnesota Duluth integrates liherai education, research, creative activity, and public 
engagement and prepares students to thrive as lifelong learners and glohally engaged citizens. 
SPECIAL NOTICES: 
A professional photographer from Gradlmages will photograph each student during commencement. 
Following commencement, Gradlmages (www.gradimages.com) will send proofs and ordering information 
to students via their University email. 
The awarding of degrees and academic distinctions listed in this program is contingent upon successful 
completion of degree requirements. 
The University of Minnesota shall provide equal access to and opportunity in its programs, facilities, 
and employment without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, age, marital status, 
disability, public assistance status, veteran stams, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression. 
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY SEATING 
Doctoral &. Master 
Labovitz School of 
Business & Economics 
( L S B E ) 
Swenson College of 
Science 6c Engineering 
( S C S E ) 
3:00 p.m. Ceremony 
Doctoral & Master 
Education & Human Service 
Professions ( C E H S F ) 
School of Fine Arts (SPA) 
College of Liberal Arts 
( C L A ) 
U M D GRADUATES: PEOPLE CONNECTING OUR WORLD 
•A -Mf 
# T ^ -
Bangladesh Mexico 2 
n P 
\ f ''" 
Cambodia Nepal 3 
•» Canada Nigeria 1 
Chile Paidstan 2 
\ China 25 Poland 2 • Congo, The Democratic Repuhiic Russian Federation 0 a 
Czech Republic Slovenia 1 
Eritrea Somalia 1 
...» Ethiopia Sri Lanka 1 
• Finland Sudan 1 
\Af Germany Syrian Arab Repubbc 1 
Ghana Taiwan 1 
V Iceland Tbaiiand 1 
India 20 Uganda 1 
Indonesia United Arab Emirates 1 
Iran (Islamic Repuhiic Of) United Kingdom 2 
Italy United States 2223 
Korea, Repuhiic of 13 Vietnam 1 
Malaysia 
UNITED STATES 
Alaska I Michigan ID Oklahoma I 
California 2 Minnesota 1986 Oregon I 
Coioradao 4 Missouri I South Carolina I 
Connecticut 2 Nebraska I South Dakota 9 
Delaware I Nevada I Tennessee I 
Georgia I New Mexico 2 Texas 2 
Illinois 6 New York 1 Virginia 2 
Indiana I North Carolina I Washington 1 
Iowa 6 North Dakota 12 Wisconsin 162 
Maryland I Ohio I Armed Forces I 
MINNESOTA COUNTIES 
1 
S 
Aitkin 4 Cottonwood 2 Kanabec 7 Nobles 2 Scott 64 
Anoka 154 Crow Wing 35 Kandiyohi 11 Olmsted 39 Sherburne 42 
Becker 4 Dakota 154 Koochiching 10 Otter Tai l 2 Sibley 5 
Beltrami IS Dodge I Lake I I Pennington I Stearns 41 
Benton 8 Douglas 10 L e Sueur 7 Pine 17 Steele 3 
Big Stone I Faribault 2 Lyon 2 Polk 7 Stevens 3 
Blue Earth I I Fillmore 3 Marshall I Pope 2 Swift 2 
Brown 5 Freeborn 3 Martin I Ramsey 98 Todd 5 
Carlton 68 Goodhue 4 McLeod 14 Renville 2 Wabasha 4 
Carver 37 Hennepin 279 Meeker 5 Redwood 3 Wadena 3 
Cass 14 Hubbard 5 Miiic Lacs 5 Rice 16 Washington lOI 
Chisago 39 Isanti 13 Morrison 12 Rock Winona 7 
Clay I Itasca 23 Mower 6 Roseau 4 Wright 32 
Cook 4 Jackson I Nicollet 3 Saint Louis 485 Yellow Medicine 1 
77?e University of Minnesota Duluth is proud to recognize the accomplishments of our graduates and join them 
in thanking every family member, friend, and loved one who has supported their learning, creative endeavors, 
research, growth, and dreams. Together we have collaborated to achieve goals and together we have moved 
our community toward social justice, equality, and respect for all. The spirit of possibility that starts anew today 
affirms our belief that the people of UMD can positively touch every corner of the globe. We thank you, our 
newest members of the UMD alumni family and look forward to following, supporting, and celebrating your life 
achievements. 
